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Mission
The American Cancer Society is the nationwide community-based
voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as
a major health problem by preventing cancer, saving lives, and
diminishing suffering from cancer, through research, education,
advocacy, and service.

Year 2015 Goals
The American Cancer Society has established ambitious goals for the year
2015 that will lead the Society in its mission to eradicate cancer as a major
health problem. The goals are the following:
• Reduce cancer incidence rates by 25 percent
• Reduce cancer mortality rates by 50 percent
• Dramatically increase the quality of life for cancer survivors
What do these goals mean? They mean that our work will save 5 million
lives. And they mean that another 6 million people will never have to
hear the words “You have cancer.” These goals are changing the way the
American Cancer Society is fighting cancer and offering new opportunities
for volunteers to get involved.
Mission of Colleges Against Cancer
American Cancer Society Colleges Against Cancer is a nationwide
collaboration of college students, faculty, and staff dedicated to
eliminating cancer by initiating and supporting American Cancer
Society programs in college communities.
About This Guidebook
This guidebook was prepared by the volunteer leaders of the American
Cancer Society Colleges Against Cancer program. As always, please
check with your local American Cancer Society staff person for specific
local policies related to fundraising, cancer education, survivorship, or
advocacy activities in your area.
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Introduction to Colleges Against Cancer (CAC)

Impact of College Students

by hosting them at Relay, driving them to their
treatment centers, or simply keeping in touch with
them to help as needed. Students have lobbied
hundreds of elected officials to help pass key cancerrelated legislation. This legislation has saved more
than a billion dollars in research money, helped
impoverished families gain access to cancer
screenings, and helped make many cities smoke-free.
Youth and Colleges Against Cancer were represented
on Capitol Hill at Celebration on the Hill 2006.

The American Cancer Society has a long-standing
tradition of mobilizing volunteers to address cancer
issues within communities across the United States.
The Society has turned to you, college students, to
increase cancer awareness on campuses across the
country, to help raise money to fund cancer research
and patient service programs, to lobby Congress,
and to help reach out to cancer patients. These
opportunities are changing the lives of cancer
patients and giving college students valuable
volunteer experiences. As a Colleges Against Cancer
volunteer, you gain important experience that will
help you as you begin to look at graduate, law, or
medical school, or as you seek your first job.

You play a vital role in helping us reach our 2015
goals. You are starting to develop lifelong habits
that can increase or decrease your chance of being
diagnosed with cancer within your lifetime.
Learning how to live a healthy life and reaching
out to your peers will help save lives. In fact,
two-thirds of all cancers are caused by lifestyle
factors – most notably tobacco use, unhealthy
eating, and a sedentary lifestyle. One-third of all
cancer deaths are related to diet and activity factors.
You can help change the habits of those around you
by becoming involved with the American Cancer
Society. Every 24 seconds, a person is diagnosed with
cancer. Become involved now. We need your help to
save the lives of millions of people.

So how have your peers helped the American Cancer
Society? Let’s highlight a few stories to demonstrate
the ability of college students.
In 2007, over 325 collegiate Relay For Life® events
raised over $14 million. More than 350 Colleges
Against Cancer chapters across the country have
begun to take up the fight by recruiting new
volunteers, shaping projects to change lifestyle
behaviors of their peers, and helping college students
cope with cancer diagnoses of themselves or a loved
one. College students are honoring cancer survivors
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Introduction to Colleges Against Cancer (CAC)
What Is Colleges Against Cancer?

Cancer Education – The cancer education needs
of the college community are different than of
community volunteers. To address the difference,
the CAC National Leadership Team will maintain
an up-to-date knowledge of American Cancer
Society cancer control, education, and prevention
programs; help adapt those programs to the
college environment; and, motivate local Colleges
Against Cancer chapters to implement those
activities.

Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) is a program created
to help eliminate cancer by initiating and supporting
the programs of the American Cancer Society on
college campuses. It is a program designed by and
administered by college students from across the
country and is supported by the American Cancer
Society.
The program is designed to allow students and
staff to work through many different channels to
eliminate cancer. These channels are our strategic
directions – advocacy, cancer education, Relay For
Life, and survivorship. Local chapters work alongside
their local offices and national leadership to support
the efforts of the American Cancer Society in these
directions. Whether it is writing letters to Congress,
organizing a Relay For Life, or teaching students
about preventing cancer, the program enables
college students to battle cancer on their campuses.
For additional information on CAC history, values,
and programs, please refer to the Colleges Against
Cancer Training Manual.

Examples include:
– Breast cancer prevention strategies
– Anti-tobacco education
– Nutrition and lifestyle issues
Relay For Life – The CAC National Leadership
Team will work to develop, grow, and encourage
youth involvement in Relay For Life; establish new
collegiate Relay For Life events or join community
Relay For Life events; and, encourage a presence of
advocacy, cancer education, and survivorship at
those events.
– Over 330 Relay For Life events on college
campuses
– Students are the leaders of these incredible
Relays

Mission Statement
American Cancer Society Colleges Against Cancer
is a nationwide collaboration of college students,
faculty, and staff dedicated to eliminating cancer by
initiating and supporting programs of the American
Cancer Society in college communities.

Survivorship – The CAC National Leadership
Team is committed to working with local Colleges
Against Cancer chapters to honor survivors, as
well as others personally affected by cancer;
evaluate their needs; adapt American Cancer
Society programs to fit those needs; and,
maintain and improve their quality of life.

Our Strategic Direction National Vision
Advocacy – Realizing the unique advocacy
opportunities of the college community, the CAC
National Leadership Team will maintain an up-to-date
knowledge of American Cancer Society advocacy
initiatives; help adapt those initiatives to the college
environment; recommend those initiatives to local
Colleges Against Cancer chapters; and, help
coordinate any nationwide advocacy efforts.

Examples include:
– Involvement in Relay For Life
– Support groups
– Visits to local hospital oncology units

Examples include:
– Legislative grassroots advocacy (Cancer
Action NetworkSM, petitions)
– Anti-tobacco initiatives (smoke-free
campuses, Great American Smokeout®)
– Participation in Celebration on the Hill
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Chapter Information:
National Strategic Three-Year Plan
To ensure the Colleges Against Cancer program continues to add value to the American Cancer Society and its
mission, we propose the following Three-Year Plan:
Strategy One:
Program Marketing and Growth

Marketing: Evaluate ability to create awareness
and visibility of the program internally and
externally

Training: Develop CAC trainings at the National
level and participate and provide content for
Division trainings
– Develop a college-based Telling the ACS Story
– Develop quality trainings with input from
Divisions for National Summit
– Resource development: Create or adapt
materials that are relevant to a college
audience. Currently offer the Link and
newsletter.

Partnership: Maintain and grow external and
internal partnerships to leverage CAC involvement
on campuses

Guidebook Development: Update Colleges
Against Cancer guidebook and use technology to
disseminate

Retention: Retain current chapters, including
activity growth, and volunteers by providing timely
training and career path direction

Best Practices Compilation: Collect, distribute, and
highlight best practices related to CAC

Expansion: Continue to work with Divisions to
ensure chapter growth and sustainability
– Develop strategies for campuses to have both a
RFL and CAC Chapters

Chapter Certification: Monitor year-end reports to
ensure chapters are meeting chapter requirements.
Develop turnkey mission toolkit to help chapters
meet program requirement.

Strategy Two:
Quality and Training of Chapters
Ensure CAC Chapters are well-equipped to provide
recognizable service to their college community.

Strategy Three: Communication

Leadership Development:
– Ensure a cross-functional and diverse National
CAC Lead Team
– Through resources and trainings support
Division and local levels
– Provide important leadership skills
(delegation, communication, transitioning
leadership, program execution) through
conference call trainings, National Summit,
training manual and online community
– Provide opportunities for growth through a
defined volunteer career path

Ensure quality communication between chapters
and national program
Information collection: Gather information via
year-end Reports, best practices, conference calls
and requests via CAC community and Impact
Update. Distribute Siebel entry guidelines to staff
to ensure proper tracking.
Information distribution: Continue newsletters,
conference calls, resources, the CAC community
on the Link, and trainings. Pursue other
communication methods including Facebook,
MySpace, and a CAC e-community on RFL.org.

Recognition: Highlight award winners throughout
the year via newsletters, conference calls, the CAC
community on the Link, and through Leaders of
Hope. Encourage Divisions to recognize chapters.
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Chapter Information:
National Strategic Three-Year Plan (Continued)
Focus Areas

Survivorship
1) Develop resources for local involvement.

Advocacy

2) Develop materials that help chapters locate
survivors and provide direction on involving
survivors in programs.

1) Work with National Government Relations
Department (NGRD) and chapters to focus on
tobacco issues through campus, local, state, and
federal priorities by regularly updating chapters
through calls, emails, online community updates,
and newsletters. Currently working on tobacco
policy guidelines to be used on campus.

3) Utilize technology to create communication
among college-aged survivors.
Relay For Life
1) Utilize CAC chapters to ensure growth and
expansion of existing collegiate RFL events.

2) Educate chapters on advocacy
3) Use tools to assist chapters in recruiting advocates
(2015 goals, CAN and Picture A Cure®)

2) Assist chapters in understanding the importance
of having Advocacy, Cancer Education and
Survivorship at Relay For Life. Ensure Relays are
following best practices through resources and
training.

Cancer Education
1) Assist chapters in focusing on key areas: breast
cancer awareness, tobacco use awareness, and a
healthy lifestyle.

3) Guide chapters to utilize Relay For Life as a means
of recruiting diverse volunteers for the CAC chapter.

2) Share best practices for activities on campus in
each of the identified key areas.
3) Focusing on the college audience, assist in
developing materials, maintain available
resources, identify, and communication current
research discoveries and empower students to
educate their communities.
4) Create information delivery methods for
American Cancer Society programs and services.
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Chapter Information: Benefits
Chapter Benefits

2) Form a leadership committee within the chapter
that represents each of the four strategic directions:
Advocacy, Cancer Education, Relay For Life, and
Survivorship.

Nationally recognized Colleges Against Cancer
chapters receive:
1) A Welcome Kit containing an official certificate
and banner for your campus

3) Work closely with your local American Cancer
Society office and staff partner.

2) Access to a nationwide network of CAC chapters
for ideas, resources, and help

4) Hold regular chapter meetings.

3) Access to ideas and training including newsletters,
regular conference calls, meeting ideas, and
activity suggestions

5) Complete at least two local projects in a school
year.
6) Complete and submit the chapter Year End Report
by June 1.

4) Benefits on your campus (ask your university
about its benefits for registered student
organizations on campus)

7) Respond to requests for information from the CAC
National Leadership Team to assist in the sharing
of best practices and enhance the CAC program
nationwide.

Chapter Requirements
To become a Colleges Against Cancer chapter, you
must form a student organization on your campus
called Colleges Against Cancer. In addition to
becoming a registered student organization on
your campus, you must meet the national Colleges
Against Cancer standards:

By filing an application to become a recognized
CAC chapter, you agree to:
1) Develop and maintain a relationship with your
local American Cancer Society office.
2) Serve as a point of contact for the CAC National
Leadership Team to receive support and
information and to provide information in return.

1) Complete the Colleges Against Cancer application
online (your staff partner can complete the
application on the CAC Community on the Link)
and return it to the program administrator at the
following address:

3) Relate the information from the local office and
the National Leadership Team to your chapter.

American Cancer Society
Relay For Life Business Unit
Attn: Colleges Against Cancer – Michelle Pitt
250 Williams Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-1002

Should you have any questions about these
requirements, please talk to your local staff
partner.
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Chapter Information: Organization and Planning
Suggested Chapter Leadership Positions and
Job Descriptions

Cancer Education
The chapter Cancer Education chairperson is responsible
for recognizing the unique cancer education needs
of the college campus. The chairperson must keep
up-to-date on American Cancer Society education
and prevention programs and help adapt those
programs to the campus. The chair will plan numerous
educational activities throughout the year and will
recruit general chapter members to help implement
these activities. For example:

Each college and university has specific guidelines
that govern the formation of student organizations
on campus. Local staff and volunteers should
research these policies and follow them closely as
they begin to design and fill chapter leadership
positions. In addition to these campus-specific
policies, each chapter must fill several key positions.
For your benefit, we have included job descriptions
for each of these positions below.

1) Plan activities for the “Greats” (Great American
Smokeout®, Great American Eat Right Challenge™,
and Great American Health CheckSM).

Student Point of Contact

2) Work with dining halls to create healthy choices.

The chapter point of contact is, in most cases, the
chapter president. This student should develop and
maintain a relationship with the local American
Cancer Society office. The student will also serve as
a point of contact for the CAC National Leadership
Team. The National Leadership Team will send
CAC updates and use this student to help share and
collect information. The student will also share any
updates with the chapter membership.

3) Educate students on the effects of tobacco use and
healthy living.
Relay For Life
The Relay For Life chairperson will ensure the chapter
is involved in planning and participating in Relay For
Life, the American Cancer Society’s signature event.
The chair will also encourage advocacy, cancer
education, and survivorship activities at the Relay
For Life event. For example, the chair might:

Advocacy

1) Start, plan, and implement a Relay For Life on
campus

The efforts of the Colleges Against Cancer Advocacy
chairperson will increase awareness of American
Cancer Society legislative priorities by maintaining
current information on nationwide advocacy
initiatives and developing plans and projects suitable
for the campus community. Examples include:

2) Join an existing Relay For Life committee or form a
team
3) Integrate your chapter in existing campus or
community Relay For Life events

1) Educating members about advocacy and why it
is important to make cancer a political issue, in
addition to a health issue

Survivorship
The CAC Survivorship chairperson encourages
outreach to campus and community survivors and
caretakers with support and hope. Those affected by
cancer can then share experiences that will help
them to further cope and celebrate life.
Examples include:

2) Grassroots advocacy supporting cancer-related
policies, such as anti-tobacco activities
3) Promoting and adapting nationwide advocacy
programs and events to the college campus
4) Implementing advocacy activities at Relay For Life
(see the advocacy resources starting on page 81.)

1) Visiting cancer patients at the local hospital
2) Hosting a survivor reception or remembrance
ceremony
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Chapter Information: Organization and Planning
(Continued)
3) Coordinating survivorship activities at Relay For
Life events

with chapter members to develop and implement
projects in each of the four strategic directions.

Staff Partner

Meeting Management Skills

The American Cancer Society staff partner will help
the volunteer leadership of the chapter understand
Society processes and information. The staff partner
will provide guidance for planning and implementing
activities on campus and will work with colleagues
to ensure the office provides information on cancer
education, survivorship, advocacy, and Relay For Life
to the appropriate chairpersons. Each Division has
leadership focused on youth involvement, who are
able to learn from other CAC chapters across the
country.

Recruiting volunteers to join your student
organization can prove to be a difficult process, so
it is important that you work hard to retain those
who do sign up to help. One way to retain your
volunteers is to conduct effective meetings so they
don’t feel that you are misusing their time. Here
are a few tips:
Prior to the meeting
1) Choose an appropriate meeting date and time.
Try to avoid potential conflicts that could greatly
reduce attendance.

Faculty Advisor

2) Develop an agenda suitable for your audience. Set
a time limit and stick to it. Remember, students
are busy and have other commitments.

(Optional position used on some campuses)

The advisor will assist the chapter as outlined below:
1) Act as liaison to the University administration and
faculty for the CAC student group and troubleshoot
when necessary to ensure that the student group is
following university guidelines.

They will be more likely to attend if you make
meetings productive, predictable, and as short as
possible.

2) Attend meetings when possible and review minutes
of meetings when unable to attend. Maintain periodic contact with officers via phone/email in order
to be kept “up to speed” with the activities of the
group.

3) Create visual aids that will grab your audience’s
attention.

3) Meet periodically with the CAC point of contact on
leadership to receive updates on what the group is
doing.

2) Create a fun atmosphere by having music,
balloons, posters, and, if possible, some food.

During the meeting
1) Greet members and make them feel welcome.

3) Post the agenda at the front of the room. Stick to
the agenda and stay on time.

4) Offer guidance and suggestions for CAC programs
and events based on experience and the perceived
needs of the campus population.

4) Start the meeting with an icebreaker to encourage
members to get to know each other.

5) Guide the students through the university system
as they plan projects and events. Offer knowledge
of funding opportunities when necessary and
appropriate. Help with getting meeting space or
supplies as needed. Each Colleges Against Cancer
chapter should strive to hold regular, efficient, and
effective meetings for its members. At these
meetings, it is suggested that chapter leaders work

5) Encourage all members to participate in
discussions and ask questions. It will allow for
new ideas and chapter growth. Try to keep all
discussions relevant to the topic at hand.
6) Assign volunteer roles and volunteer
opportunities when needed.
7) Make it fun!
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Chapter Meeting, Project Planning,
and Program Preparation (Continued)
planning, promoting, executing, and evaluating.
It is critical to complete this consideration for
each event or activity because each will benefit
and target a slightly different audience. Will the
audience be the campus community, cancer
survivors, a local children’s hospital, or maybe
students at an elementary school?

After the meeting
1) Review what went well and how to improve the
next meeting with your committee.
2) Keep a meeting log for future committees to
review as needed. This will provide resources to
your group so that the committee does not have
to create the same paperwork each year.
3) Send meeting minutes to chapter members,
especially to those who were unable to attend the
meeting. Highlight important upcoming dates for
the chapter and an “action list” of tasks that need
to be completed before the next meeting.

Will your event contribute to diminishing
suffering from cancer?
Beginning with initial planning and continuing
throughout the event, recall the mission and vision
of the Colleges Against Cancer program. Through
Colleges Against Cancer, does your event or activity
contribute to maintaining the mission of the
American Cancer Society while striving toward the
goal of eliminating suffering from cancer?

4) Start planning for the next meeting. Once the
chapter (the executive board, leadership team, a
specific event planning committee, or the entire
chapter) has agreed on an event or activity for
your campus or community, the first step is to
consider all aspects of the event or activity by

Program Preparation:
Plan, Promote, Execute, and Evaluate
2) Carefully examine the specific needs of your
campus and community. Is your campus on the
verge of becoming smoke-free? Did your last
advocacy campaign inspire students to ask for
information on future bills?

Plan
Once you have decided on a project, start the actual
planning. Plan an event by using a worksheet or by
writing on a large flip-chart so the entire planning
committee can view the notes. If your committee
has difficulty brainstorming ideas, utilize your
resources. The CAC monthly newsletter, monthly
conference calls, the CAC online community, and
the program suggestions listed here can give you
direction.

3) Allow all volunteers participating in the planning
process a chance to voice their opinion. It is often
beneficial to hear the opinions and ideas of each
committee member. This interaction is often what
leads to the best ideas! By actively contributing to
the planning process, a committee member is
more likely to remain committed to the rest of the
event process.

As a leader in program planning, remember to:
1) Review previous follow-up notes on the event
(if applicable). What was successful? What wasn’t
successful? Did any students ask for other
resources that you did not think to have available
at the time?

4) Delegate responsibilities. Once the planning
committee has agreed on a plan to execute, divide
the tasks necessary to make the event possible. In
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Program Preparation:
Plan, Promote, Execute, and Evaluate (Continued)
2) Specifically address your target audience. Planning
an event about childhood cancer? The elementary
education majors on your campus may be eager to
hear more about it. Notify local media sources that
can help you reach your target audience, such as
your college newspaper, department newsletters,
or a college activity board. Invite the media to
cover the event as well.

some cases, you may be working with other
committee chairs that already exist within your
CAC chapter. For example, your treasurer or
corporate relations/sponsorship chair may work
with businesses for donations, thus ensuring that
your chapter is able to cover other costs that may
occur. Your secretary, for example, might be the
person who files project proposals to your college
administration for permission to hold the event
or activity.

3) Brand the event with the American Cancer Society
and Colleges Against Cancer. The Society has a
reputation as a trusted health care organization
and as a source of accurate information. By
keeping the audience aware that Colleges Against
Cancer is a program of the American Cancer
Society, your chapter will carry this reputation
through its events.

5) Consider the details of your plan. If your staff
partner was not present when the committee
began planning an event, communicate your ideas
to him or her. With your staff partner, carefully
consider all of the details of your plan:
– What materials will your committee need?
How many of each item will your committee
need? How will your committee obtain those
materials?
– How many volunteers will be needed to
execute the event? How will you organize the
volunteer schedule?
– Does your committee need to obtain
permission from your school or city?

Execute
The day of your event has arrived. Gather the
event volunteers together and give them any day-of
information they may need. Leave them feeling
energized and ready to fight cancer! As a leader in
program execution, you should:

6) For additional information on event planning
and sample events in each of the four strategic
directions, please refer to the CAC Training
Manual.

1) Consider the details of your execution. Will the
volunteers need transportation, food, or water
during the event? Is appropriate safety gear
available, if needed? Will someone be taking
pictures? This is a great way to show prospective
committee members the events of your chapter.

Promote

2) Support the event volunteers. Even if you will
not be present during the entire duration of the
event, ensure that volunteers have your contact
information. Leave materials in a (previously)
designated place with clear instructions.

With effective marketing and publicity, your event or
activity will have even more of an impact. As a leader
in program promoting, you should:
1) Think “outside of the box.” Maybe it’s a progressive
poster campaign with more information each
week leading up to the event, or perhaps you can
hang pairs of shoes in trees around campus. Either
way, your event is competing with many others
on campus, and it’s worth the effort to attract
attention and let students know that they don’t
want to miss it.

3) Show your appreciation. Be sure to let event
volunteers and the rest of the planning committee
know how much you appreciate all of their help.
After all, the event would not be possible if it were
not for their time and efforts.
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Program Preparation:
Plan, Promote, Execute, and Evaluate (Continued)
chair can use to document the planning process,
contact information, and post-event evaluations.
(See the worksheet on page 61.) For example, if the
planning committee knows from the previous
breast cancer awareness event that 10 spools of
pink ribbon were not enough, the committee will
know to purchase 15 spools for the following year.

Evaluate
Congratulations! You have completed your event and
made a difference in the fight against cancer! As a
leader in program evaluation, you should:
1) Spend time with the planning committee evaluating
the event. What aspects of the event went well?
What did not go well? Did the event have the
impact your planning committee expected?

3) Send notes of gratitude to those who helped make
the event possible. The notes can be short, but they
are still very important. Show gratitude to the
school administrator who went out of the way to
secure the date of the event, and he or she will be
even more likely to help your chapter next time.

2) How could the planning team work more efficiently
and effectively together?
3) Document notes for future reference. Chapters that
document the outcome and details of events are
able to plan even better events for the future.
Consider using a worksheet that each committee

Chapter Information:
Promotion and Recruitment
3) Use all available media (campus television stations,
radio stations, newspapers, mass-email systems,
and the Internet).

Successful CAC chapters promote their activities
wherever they can – in campus buildings, classrooms,
residence halls, and even bathrooms. They utilize
campus resources, including newspapers and email,
to promote CAC and recruit members, volunteers,
and survivors. When you visit a campus with a
successful chapter, no matter what time of year, you
will find evidence of CAC everywhere.

4) Put “table tents” with CAC information on tables
in your cafeterias, student lounges, the student
union building, coffee shops, pizza places, and
other indoor locations.
5) Write a letter to the editor to your school
newspaper about the cancer burden within the
community or about a local survivor. Be sure to
include information on CAC and how to get
involved.

Some of the Best Practices
1) Reserve and set up a booth at student activity
fairs. Talk to students who come to your booth!
2) Hang flyers in dorm areas, apartment buildings,
academic and administrative buildings, on the
quad, the entrance ways into large lecture halls,
outside the residence halls, and by the libraries.
Make sure that your flyer stands out! Make it a
different shape, or hang it in a different way to
make it eye-catching to your fellow students.

6) Write a short CAC message on chalkboards in
each classroom.
7) Supply volunteers with a PowerPoint presentation
highlighting CAC information, and ask professors
to publicize the information at the beginning of
class.
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Chapter Information:
Promotion and Recruitment (Continued)
8) Ask pizza restaurants that frequently deliver to
students to attach flyers with CAC information on
each pizza box. Students majoring in communications, journalism, marketing, or public relations
can make great publicity volunteers. Attempting
to recruit such students will allow the person to
gain real-world experience while helping CAC.

9) Utilize your campus senate and/or student
government to develop relationships between
other clubs that you may partner with for events.
Other organizations can sometimes provide you
funds, publicity, and, most importantly, volunteers!

CAC Chapter Structure and Organization
Chapter Structure and Organization

Consider planning a CAC chapter retreat for
your committee. It is important to establish
strong bonds and understand different
communication styles to ensure successful
chapter operation.

Have you or someone you know completed a summer
internship with a successful business? Perhaps you
have even studied a company’s organization in one of
your courses. You probably noticed how each person
was aware of the tasks he or she was responsible for
and the “paths of communication” throughout the
entire company. Your CAC chapter is no different;
this defined structure and organization is needed to
keep your chapter running smoothly throughout the
entire year.

CAC Chapter Model Leadership Team Structure
As mentioned, CAC chapters focus on four strategic
directions:
1. Advocacy
2. Cancer Education (mission delivery, cancer
control)
3. Relay For Life
4. Survivorship

Establishing Your Colleges Against Cancer
Chapter Structure
As you establish chapter structure, remember to:

Most chapters choose to appoint a lead point of
contact (typically the president) as well. Having a
CAC chapter provides several advantages when
executing a Relay For Life event on campus. If your
Relay For Life is held in the spring, the chairpersons
of the remaining three strategic directions are likely
“experts” in their areas and know the activities that
have made an impact on students on your campus.
They are now well-equipped to plan incredible
activities to be held throughout the night of Relay.
When Relay season approaches, most CAC chapters
devote most of their efforts to the Relay For Life
event they are planning or participating in, and this
is okay. Here is a great option for chapter structure:

Clearly define each Leadership Team member’s
responsibilities.
Establish the path of communication within
your chapter. Who will maintain regular
communication with your local Society office?
How will each committee chair submit his or
her updates to this person? Who will help
interested volunteers find their ideal way to
work with your CAC chapter?
Plan committee meetings as often as necessary,
but ensure that your time together is useful.
Between classes and homework, college students’
schedules are very busy. People appreciate others
acknowledging that their time is valuable, so
keep meetings efficient and productive.
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CAC Chapter Structure and Organization
It is suggested to have two co-chairs lead each
strategic direction to improve your chapter’s ability
to effectively transfer leadership. Refer to the section
in this guidebook on transitional leadership.

(Continued)

Work with Society staff partner to manage
finances of chapter
Serve as a support for interested volunteers;
receive forwarded information for interested
volunteers from all other CAC members; help
volunteers find the appropriate committee for
their interests

Establish relationships with local Society office;
share and collect information with the CAC
national leadership team; oversee all chairs and
volunteers

Chair Position CAC Chapter Role Relay For Life
Role

Support chapter president; oversee the additional
chair positions

Oversee planning, execution, and evaluation of
Relay For Life; support volunteers

Familiarize self and chapter members with the
Society legislative priorities; develop advocacy
plans and projects to support school and
community

Assist chapter president
Lead Advocacy committee to plan and execute
advocacy event at Relay For Life

Educate self and chapter members on Society
education and prevention programs; provide direction to committee to create unique programs to
increase awareness at your school or community

Lead Cancer Education committee to plan and
execute cancer education activities at Relay For
Life
Oversee committee through planning, promoting,
executing, and evaluation of Relay For Life

Ensure the chapter is involved in planning and
participating in Relay For Life; encourage four
strategic directions to plan an activity for the event

Lead Survivorship committee to plan and execute
Survivorship event at Relay For Life

Locate survivors on campus with support of
Society office; guide committee to provide
opportunities for survivors and caregivers to
share experiences, cope, and celebrate life

Help plan Relay For Life kickoff
Find sponsorship and food for Relay event
Maintain Relay team rosters; assist treasurer with
aspects of Relay

Establish relationships with area businesses; find
food and venues for events and meetings

Secure entertainment for Relay For Life

Take meeting minutes; update members with
meeting minutes; maintain CAC chapter Web
site; send reminder emails to members (i.e., for
meetings and events)

Handle logistics of Relay For Life
Publicize Relay For Life and team recruitment
Work with Society staff partner to manage
finances of Relay For Life

Plan social events for CAC chapter; secure
entertainment for large chapter events

Work closely with team captains; “host” team
captains; host team captains and team members
the night of Relay For Life

Handle logistics of CAC chapter events (i.e.,
supplies, tables, chairs)
Publicize all CAC chapter events
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CAC Chapter Structure and Organization

(Continued)

Chair Position

CAC Chapter Role

Relay For Life Role

President

Establish relationships with local Society office; share and
collect information with the CAC national leadership team;
oversee all chairs and volunteers

Oversee planning, execution, and evaluation
of Relay For Life; support volunteers

Vice President

Support chapter president; oversee the additional chair
positions

Assist chapter president

Advocacy Chair

Familiarize self and chapter members with the Society
legislative priorities; develop advocacy plans and projects
to support school and community

Lead Advocacy committee to plan and
execute advocacy event at Relay For Life

Cancer Education Chair

Educate self and chapter members on Society education and
prevention programs; provide direction to committee to
create unique programs to increase awareness at your
school or community

Lead Cancer Education committee to plan
and execute cancer education event at
Relay For Life

Relay For Life Chair

Ensure the chapter is involved in planning and
participating in Relay For Life; encourage four strategic
directions to plan an activity for the event

Oversee committee through planning,
promoting, executing, and evaluation of
Relay For Life

Survivorship Chair

Locate survivors on campus with support of Society office;
guide committee to provide opportunities for survivors and
caregivers to share experiences, cope, and celebrate life.

Lead Survivorship committee to plan and
execute survivorship event at Relay For Life

Corporate Relations
Chair

Establish relationships with area businesses; find food and
venues for events and meetings

Find sponsorship and food for Relay event

Data Chair

Take meeting minutes; update members with meeting
minutes; maintain CAC chapter Web site; send reminder
emails to members (i.e., for meetings and events)

Maintain Relay team rosters; assist
treasurer with aspects of Relay

Entertainment Chair

Plan social events for CAC chapter; secure entertainment
for large chapter events (i.e., Relay For Life kickoff)

Secure entertainment for Relay For Life

Logistics Chair

Handle logistics of CAC chapter events
(i.e., supplies, tables, chairs)

Handle logistics of Relay For Life

Publicity Chair

Publicize all CAC chapter events

Publicize Relay For Life and team
recruitment

Treasurer Chair

Work with Society staff partner to manage finances
of chapter

Work with Society staff partner to
manage finances of Relay For Life

Volunteer
Development Chair

Serve as a support for interested volunteers; receive
forwarded information for interested volunteers from
all other CAC members; help volunteers find the
committee they would like to work with

Work closely with team captains; “host”
team captains; host team captains and
team members the night of Relay For Life

adaptable to any event your chapter proposes –
Relay For Life included! If your CAC chapter
committee is smaller, consider combining and
adjusting positions to still cover the tasks needed for
smooth chapter operation. Here are some suggested
additional chapter positions with examples of their
roles in your CAC chapter and Relay For Life event.
While modifying your CAC chapter structure may
require some significant changes at first, the end
result will be a chapter that operates efficiently and
communicates effectively.

Additional Chapter Positions
There is no question that Relay For Life is one of the
most important events your CAC chapter executes;
however, many chapters are planning other events
throughout the year that are substantial in size
and preparation. The possibilities are endless, and
planning a variety of events gives your chapter lots
of opportunities to educate and interact with
your campus.
If it is large enough, your CAC chapter may want to
consider implementing a chapter structure that is
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Chapter Information: Budgeting and Funding
Budgeting and Funding
It’s very important that your chapter has a plan for
funding your CAC activities. Please refer to the CAC
Operational Guidebook (available on the CAC Online
Community or through your staff partner) for more
information on funding activities.
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Leadership and Skills: Transitioning Leaders and
Presentation Skills
Engaging the Audience

Transition planning is crucial to the long-term survival
of your CAC chapter. Setting up a transition plan is a
vital element of your 1,000-Day Journey. Keep in mind
that your CAC chapter can expect committee members
to volunteer only for four to five years at most, until
they graduate from college. Work with your Society
staff partner and committee to set your Three-Year
Goals, and include a “CAC Career Plan” to identify
new leaders and help their transition into committee
chair positions.

Everyone learns skills differently. It is important to
not only recognize the different ways people learn,
but to also be able to harness them and incorporate
them into your presentation. People learn by reading,
listening, watching, doing, practicing, using one’s
senses, and visualizing. The key is to use more than
one of these ways to express the main points of the
presentation. This will ensure that every participant
will understand each point, regardless of his or her
learning style.

While losing seasoned leaders may seem to be a
challenge, it also presents a unique opportunity to
recruit new volunteers and continuously gain new
ideas. As the school year progresses, each committee
should identify leaders that have demonstrated an
interest and the ability to take on a larger role in the
chapter. An ideal CAC career plan will include
opportunities for incoming committee chairs to
shadow outgoing leaders as the year ends. Invite the
incoming chairs to attend chapter leadership team
meetings, so they will have a good understanding of
how the chapter operates before they are in their roles.
A great way to ensure smooth chapter leadership
transition is by having committee co-chairs, one
underclassman and one upperclassman. When the
upperclassman graduates, there is now a trained
underclassman in place to take over the committee
chair responsibilities.

Motivating
It is imperative that we understand that since people
are internally motivated, we can only help inspire
these motivations. Participants are always thinking:
“What’s in it for me?” You will be an effective
presenter if you are able to tap into this and design
your presentation with this idea in mind.
Learning Climate
First of all, present the material with enthusiasm,
and make sure you engage listeners by ensuring the
material is as relevant to the audience as possible.
Link the information that the audience is learning
to their real-life needs. This connection can be
accomplished by developing interactive learning
activities. The recognition and rewards of participant
learning will not only keep their attention, but will
also give them feelings of accomplishment. Finally,
provide an opportunity for your audience to measure
their progress.

Transition planning helps secure your CAC chapter’s
future by identifying up-and-coming leaders for the
years to come. Make sure to move younger volunteers
into roles left open by graduating seniors.
Being able to effectively present materials to future
members of your CAC chapter will increase the
number of students who want to join your
organization. On the same note, it is also important
to be able to successfully deliver your message at
meetings to those members already in the chapter.
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Leadership and Skills: Conflict Resolution
entering the resolution process. As such, when
the meeting invitation is extended, be sure to
communicate that you are looking forward to the
conversation and that you feel it will be a positive
step toward improving the relationship.

Conflicts are bound to arise while planning activities
with your CAC chapter. Passionate volunteers want
to do everything they can to help end suffering from
cancer and, consequently, want to act upon their
ideas to help in that fight. When conflicts arise, it is
important to resolve the issue before it affects group
camaraderie. Below are a few ideas that may help
you resolve differences.

• Comments need to be productive. For example,
a comment of “I just think he is being a jerk”
should receive a response along the following
lines: “I know you are upset, and I know you
want Joe to understand why you are so upset,
but rather than attacking or insulting him
personally, it would be helpful if you explained
to Joe what he did that upset you.”

NOTE: These instructions are written with a thirdparty mediator in mind (as might be the case in a
leadership or coaching role within your chapter),
but they can easily be adapted to reflect a conflict
you directly address with another party.

• Everyone needs to keep an open mind. When
beginning conflict resolution, each party should
be open to all possibilities and should avoid
making demands. The goal is for all parties
involved to work together to develop a mutually
beneficial action plan. Everyone is entitled to
his or her own perception, but a mediator
can help each person understand others’
perceptions. Begin the discussion by asking a
series of questions to make sure that everyone
is on the same page:

Chapters need a safe, healthy environment in which
to grow and learn, so this important first step will
ultimately set the tone for the resolution efforts
and, therefore, should not be overlooked. Before
attempting to resolve any conflict, it is important to
first spend some time properly preparing for the
conversation:
Do some personal preparation. Review the conflict
resolution steps before the meeting and make
special notes next to the ones you anticipate will be
particularly relevant.

The Conflict: Breaking It Down. To ensure all
parties fully understand the issues at hand, ask
the following questions:

Consider the timing of the meeting. Be sure to
choose a time that:
• Is long enough to address the issues at hand
• Is conducive to the conversation (i.e., after a
long day at work and two hours of committee
meetings, 9 p.m. on a Monday might not be the
best time for your Survivor chair and Advocacy
chair to discuss a conflict)

• What is the conflict at hand? What does each
party think it is about?
• Are there any areas of the conflict that need
clarification (i.e., vastly different perceptions)?
• Are there any “ghost conflicts” present? Ghost
conflicts are minor issues that people sometimes elevate in their own minds because it
enables them to avoid focusing on the bigger,
more complicated issues.

Choose the setting carefully. Choose a neutral
place that will be comfortable and non-threatening
to all parties. Select a location that is free from
distractions.

Respective Needs of the Parties Involved:
The Core Issues. Now that the basics of the conflict
have been outlined, take some time to outline what
each party (and the team) needs to do to help
resolve the issues.

Set the tone for the meeting. You want to ensure
that each party brings the proper mindset when
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Leadership and Skills: Conflict Resolution (Continued)
Key questions to help facilitate:

Look to the Future Once the participants are on
the same page, it is time to focus on preventing
recurring conflicts in the future. This requires the
following two things:

• What does the team need out of this relationship?
If the team does not receive this need, how will
the team be damaged?

• Learn from the past. Take a few minutes
discussing lessons learned from the experience.
Spend time reviewing the mistakes made and
identifying the (often numerous) opportunities
for course corrections along the way.

• What does the relationship need to be
improved? If the relationship does not undergo
this improvement, what damage will result?
• What does each participant need as an outcome
in this particular conflict? If the participant
does not receive this outcome, how will he or
she be damaged?

• Focus on the present and future. It does not
benefit us to dwell too much on the past. To
move forward, all parties need to:
– Extend and accept apologies; forgiveness is
critical for the good of the team and the
relationship.
– Acknowledge that conflict resolution is a
process; the parties involved will have to work
together to prevent similar situations from
happening again (or when they do, work to
handle them in a better manner).
– Begin to consider the possibilities of a more
positive working relationship.

Each Person’s Role in the Conflict: Owning
Your Responsibilities. After allowing people to
vent their frustrations with others in a productive
manner, it is important to turn the conversation to
personal responsibilities.
• What is your role in this conflict? What have
you done to contribute to this issue and
perpetuate the problem?
• What are your “buttons”? How might you
recognize them and deal with them more
effectively in the future? How might the team
help you with this recognition?
• What does the other party bring to the team?
• What misperceptions might the other party
have of you, and how might your behavior
contribute to those misperceptions?
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Leadership and Skills: Delegation
It is important to share responsibility with your
committee. By giving each member of a CAC
committee a role and a need, we are engaging and
empowering members – a vital component to
keeping volunteers dedicated. After all, volunteers
on your committees are there to help you in this
fight against cancer. Show them that you trust them
and have them assist with different tasks. Try to
identify their strengths and interests, and enable
them to contribute to the chapter in those areas.
In the delegating style of leadership, the chapter
leader turns responsibility for decision-making and
problem-solving to other members of the chapter.
One way a leader is able to confidently delegate
responsibilities is by ensuring volunteers who are
given responsibilities are committed and competent.
Leaders can contribute to other members’
development by setting up outlined paths of
communication and providing resources.

Steps for Successful Delegation:
• Determine intended result.
• Define responsibility and authority.
• Create a supportive environment.
• Require completed work.
• Provide adequate training.
• Establish proper controls.
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Leadership and Skills: 1,000-Day Journey
Colleges Against Cancer as a Business –

• Cancer incidence and resources in the local
community: Is there a particular type of cancer
that has an unusually high frequency in the
surrounding community? Are there resources
lacking that would be valuable to the
community?

The 1,000-Day Journey
Every successful business has a business plan for
the future that tracks performance, sets success
indicators, and keeps employees on course to
achieve goals. Your CAC chapter should be no
different. To ensure success for the future work with
key volunteers and staff to develop your “1,000-Day
Journey” to success. The thought of creating a
Three-Year Plan can be an overwhelming process.
Three years is a long time. It’s hard enough to think
about the end of the semester, finals, or the term
paper that is due next week. Yet, in creating a
Three-Year Plan for your chapter, you are leaving
your legacy with your campus and the community.

• A list of previous activities your chapter has
completed is helpful. Ask a staff person for any
information he or she can provide.
4) Outline what you can accomplish in Year One.
Decide on:
a. A Survivor Goal: What number of survivors
will be involved in activities? What types of
activities will you have available?
b. A Relay Goal: What is your goal for your event if
you are hosting it, or for your team if you are
participating in another Relay?

A Three-Year Plan ensures success for the
CAC chapter long after you graduate and
have moved onto the working world.

c. An Advocacy Goal: How can you make cancer a
political issue?
d. An Education Goal: What can you do on
campus to educate students about cancer?

Here are some key steps in defining your Three-Year
Plan. Shape it to fit your campus’ needs.

e. Public Awareness and Community Presence: Is
your campus (and community) aware of the
programs and patient services the Society
offers?

1) Hold a “Beginning a Legacy” brainstorming session.
• Be sure to invite key students, staff partners, and
potential committee chairs.
2) Identify a facilitator who can keep everyone
focused and on track.

f. Transition Plan for Leaders: See “Transitioning
Leaders,” page 19.

3) Gather information and put it on
flipcharts/maps. For example:

g. Number of Chapter Members: Develop a plan
for member recruitment and retention.
h. Number of Committee Members and Chapter
Organization: With increased membership,
your chapter will be able to create more
“specialized” Leadership Team members.
What is the most effective way to run your
CAC chapter?

• Campus Profile/Demographic Profile: Some
forms of cancer have higher prevalence in
different age and ethnic populations. You may
want to consider your campus profile when
creating your Three-Year Plan.
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Leadership and Skills: 1,000-Day Journey (Continued)
5) Where do we want to be in Year Three?
(Leaving a Legacy)
Once your CAC chapter has identified where it
currently stands in the components of the
Three-Year Plan, now you can consider: Where do
we want our chapter to be in three years? What
plans will need to be in place to accomplish those
goals? Mapping your Three-Year Plan allows you
to visualize the growth of your chapter and to
compare trends. It will highlight your chapter’s
strengths and weaknesses and allow you to spend
time making changes and sharing best practices.
You can update your predictions based on current
progress to reflect realistic goals.

Sample Three-Year Plan
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Survivor Goal

Survivor Goal

Survivor Goal

Relay Goal

Relay Goal

Relay Goal

Advocacy Goal

Advocacy Goal

Advocacy Goal

Educational Goal

Educational Goal

Educational Goal

Membership Goal

Membership Goal

Membership Goal

Committee
Members Goal

Committee
Members Goal

Committee
Members Goal

Committee
Structure Goal

Committee
Structure Goal

Committee
Structure Goal

Public Awareness
and Promotion

Public Awareness
and Promotion

Public Awareness
and Promotion

Transition Plan
for Leaders

Transition Plan
for Leaders

Transition Plan
for Leaders

Other Goals

Other Goals

Other Goals

For an example of a completed three-year plan,
look at the National Colleges Against Cancer
three-year plan on pages 7-9.

Leadership and Skills: Telling the Society Story –
Storytelling Strategy
Telling the Society story begins with learning about
the American Cancer Society – who we are, what we
do, and how we do it. It incorporates how the
American Cancer Society diminishes suffering from
cancer through research, education, advocacy, and
service. By utilizing this information, answering
questions about the Society and Colleges Against
Cancer is simple.
Knowledge of the organization is important, but
almost equally as important is your ability to
comfortably and confidently provide answers when
questions are asked of you. Part of telling the Society

story deals with incorporating your personal reasons
for why the Society and Relay are important to you,
and the benefits you have seen through the efforts
made toward reaching our mission. This can benefit
anyone promoting the Society and Colleges Against
Cancer (members, committee, staff, etc.). It is
important to teach your volunteers to recognize
their own individual stories so that they can share
them with the entire community. A training module
on telling the Society story is available from your
Society staff partner.
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Leadership and Skills: Telling the Society Story –
Storytelling Strategy (Continued)
Why Should You Tell Your American Cancer
Society Story?

Call to Action
Ask for the commitment or first step toward the action
that you want. Is it a volunteer for your Relay For Life
committee or perhaps a donation for your team?

By Telling Our Stories, We Can Inspire
Others to:
– Volunteer or donate to the Society.

Making Your Society Story Effective

– Understand how the Society is making an
impact on cancer – make it personal!

– While it is easy to talk facts and features, focus
on talking benefits. A “feature” is a specific
characteristic or attribute. A “benefit” is how
the product, program, or accomplishment
satisfies a customer’s need. You can simply
outline the Road to RecoverySM program to
someone, or you can explain the impact it had
on your friend Mark when he volunteered to
drive a patient last summer.

– Join in our efforts on campus and in the
community.
Why Talk About Stories?
– Stories of a positive future will often engage a
listener.
– People think in stories.
– Stories grab people’s attention, move their
emotions, remain in their memories, and
trigger action, thus impacting behavior.

– Once you have determined your three supporting
messages, practice explaining them so you can
easily alter and emphasize different components
of your Society story to best suit your audience.

Buy-In Objective
What action do you want your audience to take
regarding your idea, proposal, event, or chapter?

NOTE: If an individual can learn to tell the
story this way, then a person can pick and
choose what elements to pull in to answer a
given question.

Overall Story’s Theme
Create your strategic storyline – what is the vision,
positive future, or theme you want the listener to
understand?
Three Supporting Messages
• Develop three supporting points to your story.
What three thoughts will most resonate with
your listener? Be sure to consider their needs,
wants, and background.
• Use humor, passion, and personal experience.
• The mind most easily receives, retains, and
recalls information presented in three’s.
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Strategic Direction: Relay For Life
Relay For Life is the signature event of the American
Cancer Society – and it should be the signature event
of your CAC chapter as well! We hope each chapter
will participate in Relay For Life, either by planning,
organizing, and implementing their own event, by
forming a team, or helping out with advocacy, cancer
education, and survivorship activities at a community
Relay event.

• Praise team members
constantly for their efforts,
and recognize personal achievements.

Regardless of how you choose to participate, your
staff partner has a wealth of information and
resources to share. For those chapters planning their
own events, we highly recommend the Relay For Life
College Community Guidebook.

• Be concise; make your meetings no longer than
one hour – start on time and follow your agenda.

Chapters as Relay For Life Teams

• Encourage your entire chapter to join your team
and participate in fundraising efforts – remember,
Relay For Life should be your signature event!

• Remind your team to focus on and consistently
monitor progress made toward reaching both
team and individual goals.
• Keep your meetings organized, and make them
fun and motivational.

• Allow team members to help prepare for the
event; delegate tasks such as securing tents, food,
grills, sleeping bags, and other items your team
will need at Relay For Life.

Forming the Team
• Utilize the Relay For Life strategic direction chair,
or another strong leader within CAC, as your
Team Captain. (See “CAC Chapter Structure and
Organization” on page 15.)

Fundraising
• Individual Fundraising includes any fundraiser
a participant can do on their own. The most
effective strategy often involves writing letters or
emails to family and friends. (A sample letter can
be found in the reference section at the back of
this guidebook. Your Relay For Life Web site
also provides templates.) Additional ideas for
individual fundraisers include:

• Recruit Relay For Life team members at your CAC
chapter meetings and events.
• Stress the importance of fundraising through
Relay For Life and encourage all chapter members
to contribute to fundraising efforts.
• Remind CAC strategic direction chairs that Relay
For Life offers the opportunity to organize events
in each of the strategic directions in one night.
Consider asking the CAC strategic direction
chairs to host activities at Relay.

– Asking neighbors in the dorms to make a
donation.
– Adding a link to your online fundraising
Web site to your instant messenger profile.
– Asking your friends and family to forward
your letters and emails on to others.

Managing a Team
• Work with your team to set a team fundraising
goal. Encourage each team member to set
individual fundraising goals.

– Asking for a donation in annual holiday cards
and greetings.
– Including a picture of yourself at least year’s
event in your letters to potential donors.

• Hold monthly team meetings (they may occur in
conjunction with CAC meetings) to update the
team on accomplishments recognize fundraising
efforts, brainstorm ideas for team and individual
fundraisers, and plan for the event.

– Hosting a holiday party while home on
break and inviting guests to bring voluntary
donations instead of gifts.
– Mailing luminaria forms with your letters.
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Strategic Direction: Relay For Life
(Continued)

– Collecting donations at collegiate athletic
events and in large lecture halls. (Make sure
to obtain permission first.)
– Sending letters to local business with which
you have a connection, but address the
donation request to the entire office.
– Visiting neighbors, while home on break,
asking for donations.
• Team Fundraising includes any fundraisers
teams do together before the Relay For Life event.
Examples of team fundraisers include:
– Grocery stores asking customers to donate a
dollar to your Relay
– Jack-o-lantern auction
– Date auction – Get local businesses to donate
“dates” (dinner, ice cream, movies)

– Work at on-campus concession stands and
donate the earnings

– Parents weekend activities

– Sell healthy recipe books or smoothies on
campus and donate the earnings

– Pancake breakfast or spaghetti dinner

• On site Fundraising includes fundraisers that
teams, individuals, and planning committee
members participate in at Relay For Life in an
effort to raise extra money. Examples include:

– Car wash
– Battle of the bands – Get bands to donate
time and ask for donations for admission
– Mother’s Day and/or Valentine’s Day flowers

– Raffle an autographed football/basketball of
the top sports team at your school

– Movies under the stars – Show popular
movies and provide popcorn and snacks for a
donation

– “Dude looks like a lady,” “Queen of Relay,” or
“Miss Relay” competition

– Have a well-known faculty member agree to
dress like a chicken, a clown, or shave his or
head if they win the most votes. Students
vote for the person they want by making
donations.

– Relaxation tent – Get a massage while
listening to relaxing music in exchange for
donations
– Silent auction, theme baskets
– Jail and Bail – Pay to arrest someone, and ask
that they make a donation to get out of jail

– Formal dress sale
– Penny wars

– Auction off blankets during the colder
months

– Purple toilet – Put a purple toilet in a faculty
member’s office and ask for a donation to
remove it; get an extra donation to put it in
the office of their choice

– Offer individual flowers to be placed near
luminaria in exchange for a donation

– Tournaments (three-on-three basketball,
bowl-a-thon, etc)

– Have glow necklaces, prizes, and other items
available for a donation
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Strategic Direction: Relay For Life
(Continued)

• Recruiting Additional Teams

– Quarters for a cure – Line the track with
quarters and see if you can make it all the
way around

– Encourage CAC chapter members to invite
other student organizations to get involved in
Relay For Life.

– Water slide
– Jump house/moon bounce

– Participate in campus fairs, student senate
meetings, Greek and organization council
meetings, and other on-campus events to
publicize CAC and Relay For Life.

– Game booth for kids and adults
• Online Fundraising is one of the most effective
fundraising resources available to college students
across the nation. Online fundraising allows each
Relay For Life event, team, and participant to
create their own Web page, making it easier than
ever to solicit donations and track fundraising
progress. Individuals can send pre-written emails
asking for donations, and recipients can visit each
individual’s site to make secure, on-the-spot
donations by credit card.

– Utilize all available advertising methods:
campus television, newspapers, flyers, mass
emails, etc.) to tell others about the American
Cancer Society, Relay For Life, and how to get
involved.
– Meet with your faculty advisor to discuss
strategies to recruit additional students
organizations, faculty, and staff members.

Online fundraising has been a huge success
since its inception in 2003. It also allows Relay
planning committees to highlight important
event information, track participants and teams,
and recognize top fundraisers. Talk to your staff
partner to set up only fundraising for your event
and expand your fundraising capabilities.
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Strategic Direction: Relay For Life
(Continued)

Chapters Managing
Relay For Life Events:

Relay and gain access to meeting facilities on your
campus.

Again, this is a brief overview of the key things you
can do to help your chapter succeed. For a complete
guide to managing your Relay event, please ask your
staff partner for the Relay For Life College Community
Guidebook.

Teams
A strong team development committee is another
aspect of a successful collegiate Relay. This committee
is dedicated to recruiting, training, supporting,
retaining, and recognizing all Relay teams. They
teach teams how to fundraise and acknowledge their
success.

The basic similarities between successful collegiate
Relays across the nation include a general focus on:
• Planning committee development

Publicity and Sponsorship
Successful collegiate Relays publicize and promote
their events widely – in campus buildings, classrooms,
dorms, labs, and even bathrooms. They utilize all
campus resources, including newspapers and mass
emails, to generate Relay awareness and recruit
teams and survivors. When you walk on to a CAC
chapter’s campus – no matter what time of the year
– you should find evidence of Relay.

• Maintaining good relationships with school
administration and local community
• Team development
• Publicity and sponsorship
• Event development
Committee
The planning committee spearheads your Relay efforts
– fundraising, recruitment, sponsorship, ceremonies,
etc. Successful collegiate Relays recruit committee
members early, train and support strong student
leaders, and ensure effective transitioning from one
year to the next. Committees are most effective when
composed of diverse, dedicated, passionate, and goaloriented volunteers, who are committed to the longterm success of their chapter’s Relay For Life event.

Collegiate events concentrate their corporate
sponsorship efforts on receiving in-kind donations
and prizes. Most collegiate Relays do not have
numerous corporate sponsors, but those that do,
often find the greatest support from local businesses
that cater heavily to students.
Event
Organizing a great Relay For Life event means
making people want to come back year after year.
For collegiate events, this means creating a fun, safe,
memorable experience for all participants.
Ceremonies should be short, well-planned, scripted,
and rehearsed parts of the event that communicate
the reason to Relay. Activities and entertainment
should also be organized and fun! Survivors – both
youth and adults – should be honored, supported,
and involved. Activities that educate people about
both the Society and cancer prevention and early
detection, and allow them to become advocates,
should also be prominent.

Relationships
Strong collegiate Relays strive to build solid
relationships with their school’s student activities
office and administration. Without the support and
approval of your campus, a Relay cannot happen.
The director of student activities or organizations is
a great place to start.
Most schools also require students to have a registered
student organization in order to host a Relay For Life
event. One great advantage of your Colleges Against
Cancer Chapter is, therefore, the ability to organize a
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Planning Committee Structure

The following are suggested leadership positions
for your planning committee:

The following tips are to serve as a guide in
developing a successful Relay For Life planning
committee structure. Please refer to “CAC Chapter
Structure and Organization” on page 15 for
additional information on integrating your Relay
For Life committee into your CAC chapter.

• Advocacy

• Cancer Education

• Entertainment

• Logistics

• Luminaria

• Publicity

• Registration/Accounting • Sponsorship
• Survivorship

Your event should be student-led and Society
staff-coached.

• Team Development

Relay For Life Kickoff

Your planning committee should be structured in a
way that is most appropriate for your CAC chapter;
it is recommended that your Relay For Life Event
chair is the Relay For Life chair on your chapter’s
CAC Leadership Team.

One of the most important events ensuring the
success of a Relay For Life event is an effective
Relay For Life kickoff. Kickoffs help generate Relay
excitement, recruit committee member and
volunteers, and are an excellent opportunity to
educate your campus community about the
American Cancer Society, CAC, and Relay For Life.

Try matching your volunteers to committee
positions that most closely match their interests
and expertise – for example, a political science
major might make a perfect match for an
Advocacy chair, while a pre-med student would be
a great fit for Cancer Education or Survivorship.

Planning the Kickoff
The Relay For Life committee should lead the overall
planning for this event. Here are some things to keep
in mind to ensure that your kickoff is a success:

Don’t limit your committee to just your friends –
focus on recruiting a diverse group of volunteers.
Organize a campus interest meeting and invite
everyone to join.

Work with your logistics committee to secure an
event date and location early.
Decide who will be giving the welcome and
introducing the committee at your kickoff – the
event chair is usually a good choice.

Make an effort to involve faculty and staff
members on your committee. They are great
resources to have on your team, and are often
completely supportive and impressed by our
efforts!

If you are going to show a Relay video, decide
which one:

Overall, target students who are passionate,
excited, and energetic. They will serve your
committee well!

• A video from your local staff partner?
• A video from compiled footage from last year’s
event?
• Will you skip the video all together and do a skit?
Whichever you choose, be sure your presentation
describes what Relay is and demonstrates how
powerful this event can be.
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Determine how you would like to sign up and/or
register people interested in having teams.
Someone will need to explain how teams
participate in Relay and how one can go about
starting a team.

Have a member of the survivorship committee
explain the importance of survivorship at Relay.
Encourage a survivor on campus to share his or
her personal story with cancer and experience
with the American Cancer Society. If a survivor is
not available, ask a caregiver to share his or her
personal story about how cancer has touched his
or her life.

Utilize your Relay Kickoff to recruit additional
Relay committee members and CAC chapter
members. Set up a table or station where people
can learn about the American Cancer Society,
CAC, and Relay For Life. Make committee
information, event brochures, and contact
information sheets widely available.

Incorporate survivorship into the actual kickoff as
well. Invite survivors to attend Relay For Life and
encourage all Relay participants to do the same.
The Survivorship committee may also want to
honor the kickoff, by presenting them with a
pin, flowers, balloons or a care package – just
something to show them CAC cares and is there
to support them.

Incorporate other strategic directions into the
kickoff by hosting fun, interactive activities at the
event.
Decide if you want to provide food and beverages
at the event. This may involve securing a donation,
picking up food and beverages, monitoring them
at the event, and returning anything that may need
to be returned.

Consider holding a mini-luminaria ceremony. Be
creative, but keep in mind that this should be a
time to reflect and remember our loved ones who
have battled cancer.
Assign a member of the Volunteer Development or
Recruitment committees (see “Chapter Structure
and Organization” on page 15) to excite the crowd
about Relay For Life. This person should be
someone capable of empowering the crowd by
means of a short speech or skit.

Will you have a contest, raffle, or door prizes?
Assign a few committee members to take charge of
this component.
See the sample agenda on the following page to
help implement each of the suggestions listed
above.
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Kickoff Agenda
6:00

Welcome/Committee Introduction

Relay Chair

6:05

Show Relay For Life Video

Relay Chair

6:20

Why We Relay

Survivor

6:35

•

Give an overview of Society programs and services.

•

Use “Why We Relay” fact sheet.

Recognize Survivors
•

6:40

Survivorship Chair

Invite audience to applaud survivors as they
are recognized.

Luminaria Ceremony
•

Luminaria Chair

Invite audience to participate, honor survivors,
and remember those we have lost to the disease.

6:50

Take Up the Fight!

Recruitment Chair

6:55

Team Captain Packets

Event Chair

•

7:00

Throughout
Event

Distribute team captain packets to those teams
ready to commit.

Adjourn

Relay Chair

•

Have commitment cards on tables for anyone who
would like to volunteer for the event.

•

Hold a door prize drawing.

•

Give out information on advocacy, cancer education,
and Society activities.
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Event Promotion:

Participate in PURPLE 101 or Paint the Campus
Purple.

Start planning and publicizing your event early in
the school year.

PURPLE 101 or Paint the Campus Purple is a
publicity initiative designed to allow CAC chapters
the opportunity to celebrate and promote their Relay
For Life events on the same day nationwide. Here are
some easy ways to participate:

Secure an event date as soon as possible to begin
printing it on publicity materials and recruiting team
captains and committee members. Use all means of
publicity to promote the event: radio, newspapers,
newsletters, posters, and flyers. If you plan to hold
your Relay kickoff after the holiday break, make
sure to organize everything well in advance so the
committee is fully prepared to begin publicizing the
event as soon as you return to school. Make sure
everyone marks their calendars for the upcoming
kickoff!

• Encourage all CAC members to wear Relay gear
and/or purple.
• Ask each member commit to telling at least five
new people about Relay and inviting them to get
involved.
• Support any efforts your CAC chapter makes to
participate.

Promote Relay consistently throughout the year.

For additional information, materials, and best
practices, please go to the CAC Community on the
Link.

If your committee held a Relay kickoff before the
holiday break, consider holding another one after
returning to campus. This will allow your committee
to reach out to a larger amount of students and
campus community members, involving them in the
fight against cancer. Already registered participants
will also have further opportunity to ask additional
questions and invite their friends and/or coworkers
to get involved. You might also try holding a unique
kickoff, such as a late-night pancake breakfast
during exam week.

Important Tips as You Plan
Your Relay For Life:
• Remember that while Relay For Life is your
signature event, it is not the only CAC event
on your campus. Make sure to represent all
strategic directions and committees at each
CAC meeting.
• While focusing on Relay For Life in the spring,
encourage the appropriate committees to continue working on the other strategic directions.

Provide regular support to interested students.
As your Relay For Life event approaches, many
participants appreciate the opportunity to ask
questions, register additional teams, make changes
to their team roster, and turn in donations. Consider
arranging a dedicated time for committee members
to be available to assist your team captains and
participants – either at monthly team captains
meetings, or during weekly office hours (if your
campus offers student organizations office space in
the student Union or other campus building).

• Involve all committees in the kickoff and every
aspect of Relay.
• Make each event leading up to your Relay For
Life full of energy and enthusiasm. We want to
begin building the Relay spirit!
• Don’t forget to organize clean-up!
• Most important of all – have fun!
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Strategic Directions at
Relay For Life
CAC chapters provide several advantages when
preparing and executing a Relay For Life event on
your college campus. If your event is in the spring,
your CAC strategic direction chairs and members
have already had the opportunity to gain experience
planning and conducting effective Cancer Education,
Survivorship, and Advocacy activities. Come Relay,
they are well-equipped to host impactful activities in
each of the remaining strategic directions, and can
do so at your event, to future educate and empower
your Relay participants. The following are some
examples of how to incorporate each CAC strategic
direction into Relay For Life.

• Display mission moments around the track
and/or read them over the announcements.
• Plan fun and educational mission delivery
activities – such as scavenger hunts, cancer
education competitions among teams.

Advocacy
• Picture A Cure, Relay For Life Advocacy Kits
• 2015 Petitions and Relay For Life Advocacy Kits

Expansion and Growth for
Relay For Life

• Petitions to local, state, and national legislature
(i.e., smoking bans in local restaurants,
statewide cigarette tax increases, and increasing
National Institutes of Health funding for cancer
research)

Utilize Relay For Life as a means of recruiting diverse
volunteers to join the fight against cancer:

• Recruit members for the American Cancer
Society Cancer Action Network

Set up a booth with information about the
American Cancer Society and CAC, and how to
get involved

Honoring Cancer Survivors

Hold attention-grabbing cancer education or
advocacy programs to demonstrate what your
CAC chapter has already accomplished or planned

• Honor survivors at the opening ceremony prior
to the opening Survivors Lap.
• Hold a reception for survivors at Relay For Life.

Post pictures on a bulletin board or project a
slideshow of pictures from the previous year’s
activities

• Organize activities at Relay to involve survivors
throughout the entire event.
Cancer Education

“Work the Track” – Walk around the track and
meet your Relay For Life participants. Find out
why they Relay and what their interests are. Tell
them more about the Society and CAC and invite
them to get more involved.

• Set up a Mission Delivery tent to educate
Relayers about the American Cancer Society,
early detection and prevention strategies, and
Society-funded research and patient services.
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Try to thank everyone, but make sure these people
are on your list:

“Working the track” allows volunteers and staff
to personally thank teams, top fundraisers, and
survivors for attending their event. At the same time,
committee members can collect feedback and
recruit additional volunteers for the following year
while spreading the word about the programs and
services of the American Cancer Society.

Top 10 Team Captains
• Check with accounting to find the top 10
teams.
• Visit each campsite and thank them!
• Ask them the following questions:

Jump-start the year by “working the track” …

– Would you like to join the committee?

Need more teams?

– What is your favorite thing about this event?

Need more committee members?

– Do you know anyone who would like to form
a team next year?

Need more survivors?

– Do you know any survivors who were not
here tonight?

Need more sponsors?
... then “WORK THE TRACK”!

Top Three Individual Fundraisers

• Supply volunteers and staff who are working
the track with pre-printed questionnaires,
clipboards, pens, and small gifts of appreciation
(donated items) for participants.

• Personally visit and thank them!
• Ask them how they raised their money.
How long did it take?
• Ask them if they would like to joint the
committee.

• VERY IMPORTANT: Be sure to collect all
completed questionnaires and follow up.
Determine who will contact interested
individuals, establish a deadline for making
contact, and send them information.

• Ask them if they know anyone who like to
have a team next year.
10 Survivors

• Working the track is fun and very important
to the success of your event, volunteers,
participants, team captains, and survivors.
Make sure to thank everyone you meet and
greet, and recruit as many volunteers as you
can.

• Visit with 10 survivors and thank them!
• Ask if they know other survivors.
• Ask for suggestions on how to better honor
survivors.
• Ask them if they would like to join the
committee.
• Ask them what their favorite survivor
activities are.
• As them what their favorite part of Relay is.
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Team Captain Meeting
Hold a team captain meeting after the Luminaria
Ceremony.
• Thank Team Captains!
• Ask if they know anyone who might want to
form teams next year.
• Ask them how to make the event better.
• Ask them to join the committee.
• Invite them to the wrap-up meeting.
Committee Meeting
Hold a committee meeting around 2:00 am to share
your “track” success.
• Thank committee members!
• Ask who is staying on the committee for the
following year and find out what they want to
do.
• Ask what went well.
• Ask how we can make the event stronger.
• Confirm the time and place for the wrap-up
meeting.
• Announce the date for the first committee
meeting for the following year’s Relay!
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Congratulations! You have undertaken a vital role in
the fight against cancer with the American Cancer
Society Colleges Against Cancer. The CAC program
has focused on three areas of cancer risk: breast
cancer, tobacco, and healthy living. Within each of
these topics you will find facts to use and some
suggested activities. Think of these areas as a base
on which to build. Please feel free to adapt them
to your college community or to add additional
activities. Your effort is making a difference, and we
appreciate your being a part of the CAC community.

October: Breast Cancer Awareness Month
• Pick a week – “Paint Your Campus Pink Week!”
– to hold events on your campus.
November: Great American Smokeout
• Smokers across the nation participate by smoking
less or quitting for the day on the third Thursday
in November. The event challenges people to stop
using tobacco and raises awareness of the many
effective ways to quit for good.

MISSION STATEMENT

Spring: Healthy Living

The purpose of the Colleges Against Cancer Cancer
Education committee is to recognize, adapt, and
promote programs of the American Cancer Society,
focusing on those directly pertinent to college-age
adults.

• Help your campus welcome spring through
events to promote healthy living practices.
April: Relay For Life
• Plan activities to be held throughout the event
to educate participants.

Importance of Cancer Education
By educating others on cancer prevention and early
detection, the Colleges Against Cancer Cancer
Education committee can increase awareness of
what campuses can do to decrease cancer risk.
College students encounter unique risks that we
can focus on. This, in turn, can contribute to the
development of healthy lifelong habits and decreased
risk of cancer.

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
Breast Cancer in the United States
(2007 estimates)
• New cases:
– Women:
– Men:

178,480
2,030

• Death per year:
By being a member of your campus community,
you have crucial insight into the common behaviors
that may pose a risk for cancer. When you work with
your local American Cancer Society office, specific
problems can be addressed. This may include
educating an ethnic group about a cancer that
occurs with higher incidence within their population
or even targeting specific locations on campus where
high-risk behavior is more prevalent.

– Women:
– Men:

40,640
450

• Five-year relative survival rate for localized
stages: 98%
• Five-year relative survival rate for all stages
combined: 89%
• Ten-year relative survival rate for all stages
combined: 80%

SUGGESTED TIMELINE
(See the “Sample Chapter Activities and Timeline” on
page 66.)
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with the disease. Studies also show that 5% of breast
cancer cases result from inherited mutations of the
BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. Women who carry these
rare mutations have a 35% to 85% higher lifetime
risk of developing breast cancer. Additional risk
factors are:

Basic Facts:
Breast cancer is a malignant (cancerous) tumor that
develops from a cell in the breast. The most common
sign of breast cancer is a new lump or mass; however, most breast lumps are benign (non-cancerous).
Other physical signs include a generalized swelling of
part of the breast, (even if not distinct lump is felt),
skin irritation or dimpling, nipple pain or retraction
(turning inward), redness or scaliness of the nipple
or breast skin, or spontaneous discharge other than
breast milk. Early detection of malignant tumors,
preferably before symptoms are present, is very
important because the cancer can spread if not
treated in its earliest stages.

• Postmenopausal hormone therapy (especially
combined estrogen and progesterone therapy)
• Overweight or obesity, especially weight gained
after menopause
• Use of alcohol, especially one more drinks daily
• Physical inactivity
• Long menstrual history
• Never having children or having first live birth
after age 30

The five-year relative survival rate represents the
percentage of patients who live at least five years
after diagnosis, whether disease-free, in remission, or
under treatment (after excluding people who die of
other causes from these calculations). It does not
imply that five-year survivors have been permanently
cured of cancer. Localized cancer represents cancer
that, at the time of diagnosis, had not spread to
additional sites within the body. Typically, the
earlier cancer is detected and diagnosed, the more
successful the treatment, this enhancing the
survival rate.

• Previous chest radiation to treat a different
cancer
Prevention and Detection
We do not know how to prevent breast cancer, but
it is possible to reduce the risk of developing the
disease. Lifestyle factors such as reducing alcohol
use, breast-feeding, engaging in regular physical
activity, maintaining a healthy weight, and eating a
healthy, and balanced diet with at least 5 servings
of fruits and vegetables every day are all associated
with lower risk. Some risk factors are not directly
modifiable, such as age, race, family history and
reproductive history. Since we do not know how
to prevent breast cancer, the most important action
a woman can take is the follow early detection
guidelines.

Who is at risk?
Gender: being a woman is the greatest risk factor
for breast cancer; however, men can develop breast
cancer.
Age: the risk of developing breast cancer increases
with age. Half of call breast cancers are diagnosed
in women older than 61 years.

The earlier breast cancer is found, the better the
chances for successful treatment. A mammogram
is the best detection method because it can often
identify breast abnormalities that may be cancerous
before physical symptoms develop; however, some
cancers that are not apparent on a mammogram
may still be felt by a woman or her health care

Breast cancer risks are higher among women with a
family history of the disease. Having a first-degree
relative (mother, sister, or daughter) with breast
cancer increases a woman’s risk. However, it is
important to remember that most women with
breast cancer do not have a first-degree relative
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TOBACCO

provider. For this reason, the American Cancer
Society recommends the following guidelines for
finding breast cancer early:

Facts and Statistics

Women age 40 and older should have a mammogram
every year and should continue to do so for as ling as
they are in good health.

• Tobacco use is the single largest preventable
cause of disease and premature death in the
United States.2

Women in their 20s and 30s should have a clinical
breast exam (CBE) by a health professional every
three years. After age 40, women should have CBE
every year.

• Tobacco use causes increased risk of cancers
of the lung, oral cavity, nasal cavities, larynx,
pharynx, esophagus, stomach, liver, pancreas,
kidney, bladder, and uterine cervix, as well as
myeloid leukemia.2

Women should know how their breasts normally feel
and report any breast changes promptly to their
health care provider. Breast self-examination (BSE) is
an option for women starting in their 20s.

• Thirty percent of all cancer deaths and 87%
of lung cancer deaths can be attributed to
tobacco.5,6,7
• When smokers quit, their bodies show
immediate and long-lasting improvements,
including lower blood pressure and reduced
risk of lung cancer.2

Final thoughts:
Nearly all breast cancers can be treated successfully
if detected early. The most effective way to detect
breast cancer at an early, curable stage are to have an
annual screening mammogram starting at age 40
and to have clinical breast exams by a doctor or
nurse ech year.

• Young people are the chief source of new
consumers for the tobacco industry, which
each year must replace the many consumers
who quit smoking and those who die from
smoking-related diseases.8
• A survey conducted by the University of
Washington in 2000 found that students often
overestimate the percentage of their peers who
smoke. Students thought that 94.4% of their
peers smoked, while actually only 34.4% do –
and this number includes occasional smokers.3
• The five major chemicals in cigarettes are
arsenic, cadmium, lead, formaldehyde, and
ammonia. The last chemical is added to make it
easier for smokers to absorb addictive nicotine.9
• Cigarettes may cause sexual impotence due to
decreased blood flow to the penis. This can
prevent men from having an erection. 9
• While some believe people gain 15 pounds from
quitting smoking, only an average of five
pounds are gained. This can be controlled from
increasing your exercise.
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Community
Suggested Activities

• Work with local primary and secondary schools
to present tobacco education programs
organized by the Cancer Education committee.

Great American Smokeout (GASO) is an event held
every year on the third Thursday in November, and it
is a great event around which to base your tobacco
education activities. Smokers across the nation are
encouraged to quit smoking or smoke less for the
day with the hope to raise awareness and give
initiative to quit for good. The following suggested
activities can be part of your GASO event, but this
does not mean you have to limit your anti-tobacco
efforts to November.

• Contact local businesses or health clinics to get
donations for “Quit Kits.” Examples of great
items to include are gum, straws to chew on, or
encouraging messages for quitters.
Tobacco: Working Toward a Smoke-Free Campus
The following information has been compiled from
Advocating for a Tobacco-Free Campus: A manual for
college and university students, copyrighted by the
American Cancer Society, New England Division,
2001. This information is not the full text, but the
full text can be accessed at www.cancer.org.

Campus
• Use facts and statistics to hold attentiongrabbing demonstrations.
• Thank those that don’t smoke by passing out
candy

“Unless you act, more than one in 10 students on
your campus will die early from a tobacco-related
disease.”

• Collect all of the cigarette butts on campus to

display them with a sign in a central location,
saying “Your butt is showing.”
• Build a large cigarette as a piñata for people who

don’t appreciate secondhand smoke to destroy.
• Distribute hookah awareness information.

• Have a campus bar or restaurant sponsor a
“smoke-free” night.
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Action can be taken on your campus to eliminate
hazardous environments created by secondhand
smoke, as well as provide support and resources
to overcome addiction for your classmates who
currently smoke. This information is meant to act
as a starting point for your initiative. The following
standards address the main components of a
comprehensive campus tobacco policy:

•

• Prohibit smoking within all university-affiliated
buildings (including residence halls, administrative facilities, classrooms, and fraternities and
sororities) and at all university-sponsored
events – both indoors and outdoors.
• Prohibit the sale of tobacco products on
campus.
• Prohibit the free distribution of tobacco
products on campus, including at fraternities
and sororities.

• Provide free, accessible tobacco treatment on
campus – and advertise it.
• Prohibit campus organizations from accepting
money from tobacco companies.

•

Giving you their membership list so you can
distribute information to their members

•

Allowing you to use their meeting time as a
forum to speak about your efforts

Health education groups

–

Networks of people with disabilities

–

Sports teams or athletic organizations

–

Groups educating the campus about
addictions

–

Sororities and fraternities

–

Service clubs

–

Organizations for students interested in
careers in health professions

–

Student government

• Women’s groups

• Prohibit the university from holding stock in or
accepting donations from the tobacco industry.
Forging alliances with campus groups will give
your movement strength and voice. Campus
groups can be active at varying levels of
commitment. Some ways they can be involved
include:
Lending their names by agreeing to sign
letters to the administration, letters to the
editor, etc.

–

Bear in mind that tobacco companies target certain
sections of the population, often in a condescending
or stereotypical way. For more specific information,
please refer to Advocating for a Tobacco-Free Campus:
A manual for college and university students. Some of
these often-targeted groups include:

• Prohibit tobacco advertisements in college-run
publications.

•

Actively working as a group to get petitions
signed, visit administrators and write letters
as individual members, etc. There are many
other groups on campus that may take a
special interest in the tobacco issue. You may
have to sell the idea to others. Some of these
potential allies include:

• Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (GLBT)
groups
• African-American organizations, including
black fraternities and sororities
• Asian-American organizations
• Latino organizations
In addition to all of the information given here, bear
in mind that secondhand smoke is very dangerous,
and the victims have often chosen not to smoke
themselves because they are aware of the health
risks. This is a very compelling reason to work
toward a smoke-free campus. Use some of the
suggested activities given and think of your own
ideas to address specific issues on your campus.
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HEALTHY LIVING

• According to a recent study in the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute, users of tanning
lamps were two and a half times more likely to
develop squamous cell carcinoma and one and
a half times more likely to develop basal cell
carcinoma than people who didn’t use the
lamps.16

Facts and Statistics
Nutrition, exercise, and weight management
• Eating a diet made up mostly of fruits, vegetables,
and whole grains – and limiting red meat, highfat dairy products, alcohol, and foods and drinks
high in added sugar – can help reduce cancer
risk.

Reproductive health
• Cervical cancer is one of the most successfully
treatable cancers.14

• Being physically active not only helps you look
and feel better, it helps reduce cancer risk. Be
active for at least 30 minutes on most days of the
week. The more exercise, the better.

• Cervical cancer incidence and mortality rates
have decreased markedly in the past several
decades; most of the reduction is attributed to
widespread use of the Pap test, which detects
cervical cancer and precancerous lesions.14

• Maintaining a healthy weight (a body mass index
[BMI] of less than 25) helps reduce cancer risk.
• Avoiding weight gain and establishing healthy
eating habits is important for students in college.
In a study published in the Journal of
Epidemiology and Community Health in 2002,
high body mass index (BMI) in college was linked
to later incidences of cancer, particularly breast
and prostate.15

• Changes in the cervix are often caused by a
virus called HPV, which is short for human
papillomavirus. HPV infections can lead to
cervical cancer. Regular Pap tests may prevent
cancer of the cervix from ever occurring.4
• Among US men, cancer of the prostate is the
most commonly diagnosed cancer (other than
skin cancer) and the second-leading cause of
cancer death.2

Skin protection
• While the short-term results of UV exposure are
sunburn and tanning, long-term exposure can
cause premature aged skin, wrinkles, and skin
cancer.2

General Cancer Facts
• Overall, men have about a one in two lifetime
risk of developing cancer, and women have
about a one in three lifetime risk.8

• Although UVA rays were recently considered
the safe UV rays, scientists now believe that
both UVA and UVB rays contribute to skin
damage.4

• About 5 to 10% of cancers are hereditary,
meaning that these people inherit genes that
are linked to cancer.8

• One of the main risk factors for melanoma is
having a history of severe sunburn occurring
early in life.11

• Tobacco use, physical inactivity, obesity, and
poor nutrition are the major preventable causes
of cancer and other diseases in the United
States.2

• Most of the 62,000 skin cancers that were
diagnosed in 2004 could have been prevented by
protecting skin from the sun’s rays or avoiding
tanning booths.2

• Risk factors such as tobacco addiction, unhealthy
dietary patterns, and physical inactivity during
childhood and adolescence can result in
life-threatening cancers, cardiovascular
diseases, and other major illnesses in life.10

• Skin cancer is now the most common cancer in
young people ages 25 to 29, and is second only
to breast cancer in women ages 30 to 34.16
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• Educate students on why sunscreen should be
worn daily, even in the dead of winter and
especially on the ski slopes.

• Much of the cancer burden in the United States
could be prevented by reducing exposure to risk
factors. All of the cancers caused by cigarette
smoking and heavy use of alcohol could be
prevented completely.2

• As Spring Break approaches, more students are
likely to visit tanning booths. Use this as a time
to educate your campus about why it’s okay
(and better for you) to look a little pale in a
bathing suit.

Suggested Activities
Nutrition, exercise, and weight management
• Post signs that encourage people to use the
stairs. It works! A recent review of intervention
studies to evaluate the effectiveness of signs
placed by elevators and escalators showed that
this intervention significantly increased the use
of stairs where signs are posted.2

• Pass out sample-size portions of sunscreen with
at least SPF 15.
• Issue “Sun Citations” to people you catch who
aren’t wearing sunscreen.
Reproductive health

• Partner with a local fitness center or your campus
recreation center to give away free passes.

• Working alone or with other related organizations
on campus like the campus health center, distribute
information about reproductive health services
offered.

• Partner with a local grocery store to give away
free pieces of fruit. This is especially helpful
when times are stressful during finals.

• Get a booth at a health fair to educate people on
the importance of regular Pap tests, breast exams,
testicular exams, and STD screenings. Explain why
early detection is so important.

• Have a “portion size booth” where people can
see the appropriate portion sizes for foods.
• Offer free samples and recipes for foods that are
healthy, quick, and easy for college students to
make.

• Hand out shower cards explaining self breast exams.
• Hold a dodgeball tournament to help increase
awareness of testicular cancer. Provide each team
with information on self-exams for testicular cancer.

• Start a nutrition and weight program with your
campus health center. Include evaluations on
the Great American Health Check.

Call to Action

• Plan a ‘Snacks and Facts’ study break during
final exams with healthy food.

These resources will help develop your cancer
education program at your college campus. Use
this as merely a starting point. The possibilities are
endless, and we can’t wait to see the results!

Skin protection
• Hold a demonstration on your campus quad
where students hold umbrellas while facts
about skin cancer are read.
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MISSION OF SURVIVORSHIP COMMITTEE
The mission of the CAC Survivorship committee is to
find, honor, and engage survivors from your campus
and community throughout the entire year, through
the use and implementation of outreach, support,
and Society specific programs. These programs should
be aimed to help raise the quality of life of both
survivors and caregivers during and after treatment,
as well as to provide a caring and comfortable
environment for those involved.

• Local hospitals or clinics
• Student health center
• Relay For Life
• Young cancer survivor scholarship recipients
(See page 76 for more information)
• Local Society office
• Faculty and staff
• Everywhere!
Remember that the time and effort you put into
finding survivors will reflect your success!

How to Organize the Survivorship Committee
There are a number of ways to organize your
Survivorship committee so that it can successfully
accomplish its goals. Here are some suggestions on
how to have a great Survivorship committee:

SURVIVORSHIP PROGRAM IDEAS
The following are possible options for survivor
programs on your campus. Remember these are
just ideas. Feel free to use them, or come up with
something that will work well on your campus.

1) Start with a caring and compassionate chair who
can get the job done effectively.

Outreach and Support Programs

2) Try to build your committee to fit the needs of the
programs you are interested in doing.

Outreach and support programs are meant to
reach survivors on your campus or in your local
community. Outreach programs are designed to
provide information, resources, and forums for
discussion. Support programs are designed to show
support to cancer patients, survivors, and caregivers.
The following are some great ideas for outreach and
support programs for any campus.

3) Always bring in new people; they may have new
and great ideas. Remember the possibilities of
what you can do are endless.
4) As the number of programs grows, let your
committee grow with it.
5) Give your committee members ownership in all
the events by sharing responsibilities.
6) Try to get as many survivors involved on your
committee as possible.

Survivor Speakers
The best survivor programs have the survivor
as the focal point. What better way to do that
than to have a survivor speaker at every event
you have? Whether they are talking to your
Relay For Life committee, opening up your
Breast Cancer Awareness Week, sitting on an
informational panel for Great American
Smokeout, or talking to other survivors, using
survivors as speakers is a great way to not
only get survivors involved but also bring the
mission close to home.

7) Let your committee be the planning and
implementing group for an event, but be sure to
include everyone.
8) Ensure your Survivorship committee is heavily
involved in Relay for Life, advocacy, and cancer
education events.
Finding Survivors on Your Campus
Before you can begin planning survivorship
activities, you need to find survivors. Here are
some suggested places to look for survivors:
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Caregiver speakers
While survivor speakers are extremely touching
and bring us closer as a group of volunteers,
caregiver speakers are also very effective. The
majority of people in CAC are caregivers in one
way or another and will be able to relate to the
speaker. Do not forget about this valuable
resource!

Society-Specific Programs
Society-specific programs are programs that
the Society has already developed for cancer
patients and survivors to help them along their
road to survivorship. Try to get involved in at
least one of these Society-sponsored events.
Relay For Life
Relay For Life, the American Cancer Society
signature activity, is all about survivorship. This
event honors survivors through a Survivor
Banquet/Breakfast, Opening Lap celebrations,
and other activities.

Informational speakers
One thing survivors want is information.
Bringing in speakers from local hospitals, health
insurance agencies, and anywhere else you
think might be helpful to survivors is a great
way to keep them up-to-date on new treatments
and options. It also gives them a chance to ask
questions that they might not ask otherwise.

Here are some tips on getting more survivors
involved in your Relay For Life event:
• Advertise to them. Hold a survivor reception
months before the event to meet survivors
before Relay.

Survivor support groups
A number of CAC chapters across the country
have started survivor support groups on their
campuses for students, faculty, staff, and
caregivers. These groups are usually led by a
qualified individual on each campus, and are
held bi-weekly. Support groups are a great way
for survivors to meet, share stories, offer hope
and encouragement, and have a great time.
Special activities include bringing in special
guests to talk about specific issues, such as
dealing with loss during the holidays.

• Keep good records of the survivors you know.
Stay in contact with them and provide volunteer
opportunities. See the Survivor Information
Card on page 73.
• Survivors are welcome and encouraged to
participate in multiple Relay For Life events.
So, if your area also has a community Relay or
multiple Relay events, encourage survivors in
the community to participate in the college
event and the community event(s).
• Get survivors involved. Encourage them to
become team captains or, even better, to be on
the committee.

Local oncology clinics
Visiting local oncology clinics is a great way to
support cancer patients and survivors outside
of your campus community. Visiting clinics,
especially pediatric oncology clinics, and
bringing toys, games, or just spending time with
the people there can have a huge impact on
everyone involved, especially the patient. Most
schools visit local clinics on holidays, but more
creative chapters have decided to honor these
patients and survivors by going on regular
days to show them they are truly important
year- round.

• Build relationships with survivors and recognize
their accomplishments.
How to involve community survivors in your event:
• Send out invitations to your event early. Make it
clear that you are inviting them to participate in
the event and be honored. Include detailed
information about the event and what they can
expect.
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• Work with your Survivorship chair to create a
great reception. Great receptions don’t have to be
flashy or expensive. Great receptions are often
personal, cozy, and intimate.

http://www.2bme.org/2bMe.html
2BeMe.org is a Web site service for teens dealing
with the effects of cancer. It offers helpful tips
on a number of issues, such as healthy living,
dealing with hair loss, and dealing with social
circles. This is a great Society resource to take
with you to local oncology clinics.

• Encourage survivors to stay past the opening lap.
Have each team adopt a survivor. This can start
months before the event or during it. Make them
feel like they are an integral part of the event.

Here is a list of hospitals where the Look Good
…Feel Better program for teens currently exist:

• Provide opportunities with Relay and the
American Cancer Society to keep them involved
after the event.

• Memorial Sloan Kettering – New York, NY
• Boston Children’s Hospital – Boston, MA

• Send out thank-you cards. Let them know how
much you enjoyed them coming, and how
successful the event was.

• Lucille Packard Children’s Hospital – Palo Alto, CA
• Denver Children’s Hospital – Denver, CO
• Yale Cancer Center – New Haven, CT

• Tell them to bring back other survivors they know
next year, and watch the number of survivors
grow.

• Georgetown Lombardi Cancer Center –
Washington, DC

• Tampa Children’s Hospital – Tampa, FL

– Honor survivors throughout the entire night of
Relay. Their survivorship doesn’t end after the
first lap, so be sure your event reflects that.
Keep them involved and engaged by making
them judges of games and active in activities
and entertainment all night long.

• Mayo Clinic – Rochester, MN
• NYU Hassenfeld Center – New York, NY
• Duke University CCC – Durham, NC
• Philadelphia Children’s Hospital – Philadelphia, PA
• St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital – Houston, TX
• Children’s Hospital – Columbus, OH

Road to RecoverySM
Road to Recovery is a Society-sponsored program
that helps cancer patients by arranging transportation to and from treatment when they
have no other means of transportation.
Volunteers get a chance to develop a personal
relationship with the people they are helping,
and the time commitment is minimal.

Society Survivor Scholarships
Most Divisions of the American Cancer Society
offer scholarships for cancer survivors. Finding
out if your Division offers a scholarship and
posting information about it on your campus is
a great way to support them and get survivors
involved in local events. Most Divisions have a
list of scholarship recipients, so you can always
find out if there is a survivor at your school.
(See page 74 for more information.)

Look Good…Feel Better®
Look Good…Feel Better is another program
the Society offers to cancer patients. Usually
occurring at the hospital, the Look Good…Feel
Better program helps women by bringing in
makeup, hair, and wig artists to have a good
time and put a positive spin on some of the
physical changes that occur during treatment.

Cancer Survivors NetworkSM
The Cancer Survivors Network is the American
Cancer Society’s online resource for survivors.
It includes chat rooms, bulletin boards for Web
postings, links to the newest information on
cancer-related topics, and much more. There
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are specific Web posting boards for every
type of cancer, and there is also a young adult
section. You can visit it at www.cancer.org/csn.

Survivor Brochures, Books, and
Informational Packets
The American Cancer Society, through its local
offices and www.cancer.org, offers a number of
resources for survivors and their families. Do
your best to be aware of what these resources
are, and make sure you let others know about
them, too.

American Cancer Society Camps
Some Divisions of the American Cancer Society
offer camps for children affected by cancer.
These camps vary by age group, length, and
time of year, but are a great thing to look into
for volunteer opportunities. You can find out if
there is a camp near you, using the list on page
71 in the back of the guidebook.

Speaking Opportunities
There are a number of speaking opportunities
available for survivors through the American
Cancer Society. If you know of a great youth or
adult survivor speaker, or know of someone who
has a great story, let us know by emailing
cac@cancer.org. Check out the survivor and
caregiver stories on the CAC online community
and feel free to submit your own stories!
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• Reducing disparities in prevention and treatment
What Is Advocacy?

• Reducing and preventing suffering from tobaccorelated illness

Advocacy is one of Colleges Against Cancer's four
strategic directions. An advocate is someone who
actively supports or speaks out against an issue or
cause. Anyone can be an advocate. By taking part in
something you believe in, you are participating in
Advocacy. With regards to Colleges Against Cancer,
legislative advocacy is working to affect and improve
laws and policies that impact those touched by
cancer. Examples of advocacy include:

Advocacy and College Go Together for a
Number of Reasons
• The college-age vote is very important! Many
individuals get their first chance to vote in
college, and politicians know this is an important
demographic. With advocacy, we can educate the
new voter about cancer-relevant issues. And with
the new voter, we can use advocacy to make a
difference legislatively.

• Encouraging students to vote
• Raising money
• Writing and signing petitions

• A university has a great number of resources.
With all the different interest groups, clubs, and
organizations on campus, there are endless
places from which to draw volunteers, and
endless forums in which to bring your messages.
Also, there is a whole community of individuals
who can get involved with issues, such as faculty,
students, hospitals, media, employees, and staff.

• Fighting for insurance coverage for cancer
patients
• Communicating with public officials via mail,
email, phone, or fax
• Raising awareness on your campus
• Sharing your story
• Speaking out against tobacco companies

• You can be creative with advocacy. Sometimes
the strongest advocacy messages are the most
extreme, out of the norm, eye-catching ideas.
The power of people creatively standing up for
something they believe in can impact legislators
in a major way.

Why Advocacy?
Advocacy is important and relevant to college students.
Everyone has the potential to get cancer and the
potential to cure it. Advocacy will help lead to a cure.
Cancer is a political issue, as well as a health issue
because every day legislators are passing laws, writing
bills, and allocating funds that impact cancer patients.
By fighting for laws that protect cancer patients and
that fund cancer research, college students can help
make a difference in millions of people’s lives.

E-advocacy
Using the Internet is a great way to get computer
savvy college students involved with advocacy.
Students often feel more inclined to quickly sign
an online petition, or email a representative, than
attend an event or take a trip to the Capitol.
E-advocacy should be used along with other
advocacy events on your campus. Many Web sites
serve as great resources and list good ideas, as well
as events to participate in.

The American Cancer Society and Colleges Against
Cancer call upon the federal government to help us
reach the goal of eliminating suffering and death due
to cancer by doing the following:
• Supporting funding for research and programs
that prevent, detect, and treat cancer
• Expanding access to quality cancer care,
prevention, and awareness
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6) www.senate.gov – – This is the official US Senate
Web page. You can find agendas, calendars,
background information, bills, vote histories, and
more. For senator contact information, go to
www.senate.gov/general/contact_information.
This list of contact information is updated often.

1) www.acscan.org/collegesagainstcancer – This is a
brand new Web page dedicated to college relevant
advocacy issues. This Web page contains kits to
help chapters stand up for a legislative issue.
These kits include background information, event
ideas, petitions, and other relevant supplies. This
Web page will continue to expand.

7) www.house.gov – This Web site has information on
the US House of Representatives. Just as with the
official Web page of the US Senate, you can find
current and past issues, contact information,
calendars, and agendas.

2) www.acscan.org – This is the home page for the
American Cancer Society Cancer Action
NetworkSM. Here students can find the latest
information on important cancer-related issues
and register for email updates of local, state, and
federal cancer-related legislation. You can find
background information, current events, and ways
to get involved. From this Web page, you can also
register to vote, find out who your elected officials
are and where they stand on cancer issues, email
them about current legislation, and write to your
local media. You can also email friends and invite
them to get involved.

8) coveringtheuninsured.org – This Web site has
information about access to affordable health care
and insurance. You can sign up for mailings,
obtain resources, and find out what’s going on
around the country.
9) www.cdc.gov – The Web site of the Centers For
Disease Control and Prevention provides the most
up to date information on health and disease
including national cancer incidence rates. The site
also features information on tobacco usage and
related diseases. The Surgeon General Reports on
tobacco can also be found at the CDC site.

3) www.cancer.org – The American Cancer Society
Web page also has information on advocacy. This
page will also educate you about different cancers
you may be addressing in your advocacy.

Cancer Promise Campaign

4) www.tobaccofreeu.org – This comprehensive
Web page is a great resource regarding smoke-free
ordinances and tobacco cessation. The site features
information that is targeted for college students
including tobacco facts and figures, policy examples,
information on secondhand smoke and cessation,
marketing tips, and program examples.

The American Cancer Society Cancer Action
Network (ACS CAN) introduced the Congressional
Cancer Promise in 2006. This document outlines
specific steps that Congress can take to put us on
the road to eliminating suffering and death due to
cancer.

5) www.vote-smart.org – This website provides
you with the necessary tools to find abundant,
accurate, unbiased, and relevant information. As
a national library of factual information, Project
Vote Smart covers your candidates and elected
officials in five basic categories: biographical
information, issue positions, voting records,
campaign finances, and interest group ratings.

The Congressional Cancer Promise is divided into
four areas, each detailing outcomes that can lead
us to this goal. In 2006, more than 300 members
of Congress signed the Promise. Remaining
Members are being asked by ACS CAN volunteers
across the nation to sign it, signaling their
commitment to a specific set of legislative and
health-related goals. Once Members of Congress
have signed the Promise, ACS CAN will go back
to them, asking them to address each of the
issues included by supporting or opposing
specific pieces of legislation.
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• Setting up student tours of community clinics
and teaching hospitals

Four critical areas are addressed in the Promise:
• Make health system reform a priority

• Drafting and submitting editorials, letters to the
editor, and articles about Cover the Uninsured
Week campus activities to student and alumni
newspapers and magazines

• Elevate prevention, early detection and
survivorship
• Increase commitment to research
• Expand access to care

• Hosting sign-up tables offering opportunities to
volunteer to help uninsured adults, children and
families at health fairs and enrollment events
during Cover the Uninsured Week

To read the full text of the Promise, see a list of
signers, and get involved, visit www.acscan.org and
click the Cancer Promise link.

• Holding candlelight vigils

ACS CAN Membership Recruitment

• Conducting seminars with doctors, nurses,
dentists, or other health care providers where
they discuss their experiences caring for
uninsured patients

The American Cancer Society Cancer Action
Network (ACS CAN) is the sister organization of the
American Cancer Society. It is an organization that
focuses on eliminating cancer as a major health risk
through voter education and campaigns aimed at
influencing candidates and lawmakers to support
laws and policies that will help people fight cancer.
With ACS CAN, we have the power to get lawmakers
on record and hold them accountable for the votes
they make on health and cancer-related issues.
Membership is only $10, and it’s easy to join! Spend
some time at your CAC meeting talking about the
importance of ACS CAN and ask volunteers to join.
They can either sign up online at www.acscan.org or
fill out a recruitment form that can be provided to
you by your staff partner.

For more information, go to
www.covertheuninsured.org or write to the email
address info@covertheuninsured.org.
Advocacy at Relay For Life
Be sure to include advocacy activities at your Relay.
Refer to the Relay For Life Advocacy Guidebook
for great planning tools and activity suggestions.
You can download the guidebook at
www.acscan.org/resources. Also, be sure to ask your
staff partner about getting the new version of
Picture A Cure for your Relay.

Cover the Uninsured Week
This is a week dedicated to informing the public and
public officials of the more than 45 million
Americans lacking health insurance. Some
suggestions for events include:
• Planning lectures or panel discussions featuring
students, faculty, people who are uninsured, and
high-profile guest speakers
• Working with professors to devote class sessions
or clinical “grand rounds” to the issue of the
uninsured
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SAMPLE ADVOCACY EVENTS CALENDAR

FEBRUARY
• President’s Day – Engage in recess activities to
send letters to members of Congress and the
President. Coordinate with local advocacy staff.
• Send Valentine’s Day cards to lawmakers to
remind them that you care about cancer

SEPTEMBER
• Voter Registration – Partner with other campus
organizations doing voter registration and
distribute information on candidates and cancer
• Explain Advocacy in your chapter meeting
• National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month:
Talk to your legislators

MARCH
• Current issue spotlight: Work with local, state,
or federal legislative pushes through letters,
petitions, phone banks, or email campaigns.
• Rip-Out Party – Hold an event known as a
“Rip-Out Party.” Gather some chapter members
and magazines, and rip out tobacco advertisements. Next, write letters to the editors of the
magazines, telling them how you felt seeing the
advertisements and why you won’t tolerate seeing
them in their magazines anymore. This event
can even take place at Relay as entertainment.
Just make sure that all of the letters are free of
grammatical errors and convey an appropriate,
consistent message. Rip-Out Parties are a
powerful way for college students to send the
message that they won’t tolerate the pressures
of the tobacco industry!

OCTOBER
• Continue with voter registration
• Join local staff in electoral program work
• Breast Cancer Advocacy: Remind legislators and
others about the importance of early detection
NOVEMBER
• VOTE !!!
• Election Day Activity
• Great American Smokeout: Use this time to focus
on anti-tobacco policies
DECEMBER
• Holiday cards – Send elected officials holiday
cards telling your Society story and the cause you
are dedicated to

APRIL

JANUARY

• Advocacy at Relay: (Depending on your university,
your event may not be in April.) Make sure to
include advocacy in your Relay. Have an advocacy
booth with information, petitions, Picture A
Cure, and advocacy promotional supplies. Invite
public officials to your Relay to show them the
impact of cancer on their community, and the
need for funding, support, research, and care.
Advocacy kits for your Relay, which include
materials like lapel stickers and Picture A Cure
forms, are available for your use.
• Examples
– Utilize the new Picture A Cure tool.
– Have an ACS CAN membership drive.
• Cover the Uninsured Week

• Send New Year’s Cards to elected officials to ask
them to take a stand in the fight against cancer
• Watch the President’s State of the Union address
• Host discussion on federal cancer issues
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counterparts. And the most overweight men
faced a 50% increased risk of dying from
prostate cancer, according to the findings.

MAY
• Advocacy Wrap-Up: Share Accomplishments &
Statistics
• Cover the Uninsured Week- Hold a meeting and
invite speakers. Write an article for your campus
and local newspapers. Invite media and public
officials to the meeting. (Make sure to check
www.covertheuninsured.org to see if the designated week is in April or May.)

• This year, more than 1.4 million Americans will
hear the words "you have cancer." More than
559,000 are expected to die.
Women
• 2,700 new cancers will be diagnosed through
the CDC’s early detection program, and those
women will be eligible for potentially life-saving
treatment.

Important Event Planning Tips
• Publicize! For each event you hold try to gain as
much media attention as possible. Always invite
public officials. Send alerts to campus and
community radio stations, TV stations, and
newspapers. Make sure the student body knows
about your event or call to action through mass
emails, posters, handouts on the quad, signs, etc.

• 10,000 abnormal Pap smears will be detected,
and those women will be eligible for potentially
life-saving treatment.
• The incidence of lung cancer in United States
women has increased 600% in 50 years, surpassing
breast cancer as the leading cause of cancer
mortality by nearly 20,000 patients yearly.

• Always have information. It is one thing to say
“We need to make sure all cancer patients have
insurance,” but it is another thing to show statistics, facts, stories, and legislation about the issue.
Your local Society office can help you with this.
Also check your Internet resources often.

Clinical Trials
• Less than 5% of cancer patients enroll in clinical
trials, in part because of health insurers’ refusal
to cover routine costs.

• Have many ways for people to get involved. A
student should be able to choose if he/she wants
to sign a petition or take a trip to City Hall. Make
sure you recruit volunteers for all aspects of an
issue.

• Twenty-one percent of surveyed clinical trial
participants had difficulty obtaining insurance
coverage, and 13% were denied coverage in the
end.
• Sixty percent of patients in a recent survey cited
“fear of insurance denial” as a major reason for
not participating in clinical trials.

• Be creative. While recruiting students to help
improve the cafeteria food, have CAC chapter
members dressed up as large fruit mascots.
Act out tobacco statistics by showing legislators
the number of youth affected. Be bold and be
dramatic to draw attention to your issue.

Tobacco
• The average state tax on a pack of cigarettes is
$1.02.

Helpful Statistics and Facts

• Secondhand smoke contains more than 4,000
substances, of which more than 40 are known
or suspected to cause cancer in humans.

Nutrition
• According to a study at the University of Bristol,
women who were the most overweight in early
adulthood were nearly four times more likely
to die from breast cancer than their leanest

• According to the 2006 Surgeon General’s
Report, there is no safe exposure level to
secondhand smoke
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Tobacco (Continued)
• Ninety percent of adults who smoke started
before they turned age 18.
• Cigarette companies spent $11.2 billion on
product marketing in 2001.
• $31.4 billion in projected long-term health care
costs would be saved if each state raised its
cigarette excise tax by 50 cents. The average
state tax on a pack of cigarettes is 70.5 cents.
• Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer
death in the United States and is responsible
for more deaths than breast cancer and all
gynecological cancers combined. Most lung
cancer is caused by cigarette smoke.
Colon Cancer
• Colon cancer is the third-most common cancer
in men and women and the second-leading
cause of cancer deaths in America. About
150,000 people will be diagnosed with colon
cancer in 2006, with more than 57,000 dying
from this disease.
• About 112,000 people will be diagnosed with
colon cancer in 2007, with more than 52,000
dying from this disease.
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Communicating with Elected Officials

of an incumbent’s voting record before an election is
a real problem, but a week afterwards might be fine.

When meeting with or writing to a legislator,
remember to utilize theses three items:

Q. Are there specific limitations to activities that
we as advocates need to know?

1. Hook: Tell the official who you are. Make
sure they know that you are their
constituent. Use numbers when writing to
represent your university or your CAC
chapter.

A. Yes. Activities that are clearly prohibited include:
formal or informal endorsements of candidates for
local, state, or national public office, and use of ACS
resources to support or oppose candidates. Use of
resources would include direct financial contributions
or other support to a candidate or political party, as
well as in-kind contributions such as mailing or
donor lists, use of facilities or opposition research.

2. Line: Tell the official your personal ACS story to
establish a personal relationship by letting them
know why you are passionate about the fight
against cancer.

Q. May we invite lawmakers and candidates to
Relay For Life? If so, can they participate in the
event, such as speak or make a presentation?

3. Sinker: Be sure to include your request or ask in
the conversation or letter. Don’t forget that this
is the main reason you are meeting with an
official or writing to them. When referring to a
bill, be as specific as possible by using both the
bill’s name and number.

A. Yes, BUT…ACS can certainly invite current
legislators or candidates to attend ACS-sponsored
fundraising events. These individuals can even speak
or play some sort of ceremonial role. However, you
must first be aware of how you are inviting them.
If you are inviting the person because they are a
current officeholder, they are being invited in their
“lawmaker capacity.” If you are inviting them
because they are a candidate, they are being invited
in their “candidate capacity.” Each situation needs to
be treated differently, and here’s how:

Portions of these materials were adapted from the book, The
One-Hour Activist, by Christopher Kush, MPP, C 2004, Jossey-Bass,
Inc., a Division of Wiley & Sons, Inc., all rights reserved, and may
not be duplicated without permission, (ISBN: 978-0787973001).
For more information regarding rights and permissions, go to
www.soapboxconsulting.com.

Legal Frequently Asked Questions
About Advocacy (FAQs)
Q. Is there anything “legal” that I have to think
about when planning advocacy at Relay?

1) Candidate is asked to appear at ACS event in
non-candidate (e.g., lawmaker) capacity.

A. Yes. The Society is a public charity that cannot
support or oppose political candidates or parties.
When you are planning or working at a Relay event,
people will rightly assume that you are a representative of ACS. So, the rules explained below apply to
you in connection at Relay.

Moderator should NOT refer to candidacy/elections
in introduction or other remarks;
Use this disclaimer in invitation, and keep a copy:
The American Cancer Society is a tax-exempt
organization under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, and federal law prohibits it from
engaging in activities that would appear to support
or oppose any candidate for public office or from
allowing electioneering at its events. Thus no
candidate for public office who agrees to appear
at an American Cancer Society event may consider
or portray his or her participation as an endorsement
by, or support of, the American Cancer Society for that
person's election. Nor may that person promote his or
her candidacy, engage in activities related to that
candidacy, or promote (or oppose) the candidacy of

Q. Are there definitive standards on what is
“support” or “opposition,” and who decides?
A. Yes, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
The IRS will look at all of the “facts and circumstances”
surrounding a particular activity to determine
whether endorsement or opposition to a candidate
has occurred. The IRS will examine the timing,
content, and distribution of communications. So it
is good to consider these things when making
statements on behalf of ACS. For example, criticism
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Strategic Direction: Advocacy (Continued)
If there is no ACS CAN electoral activity, you can go
ahead, but see below:

any other person running for public office while
participating in an American Cancer Society event.
Please do not distribute campaign literature, post
campaign banners, or engage in any other activity
that would promote or oppose an individual in an
election. If any resulting footage or photographs taken
at the event is used by a campaign that appears to
indicate that the Society endorses a candidate, the
Society will issue a public statement to clarify that it
did not, in fact, endorse the candidacy. This would
include depictions of logos, including those that
appear on T-shirts, signs, or other event banners.

All candidates must be given the same opportunity
to attend and participate! Keep copies of all invites.
Invite should include this language:
The American Cancer Society is a tax-exempt
organization under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, and federal law prohibits it from
engaging in activities that would appear to support
or oppose any candidate for public office or from
allowing electioneering at its events. Thus no
candidate for public office who agrees to appear
at an American Cancer Society event may consider or
portray his or her participation as an endorsement by,
or support of, the American Cancer Society for that
person's election. Nor may that person promote his or
her candidacy, engage in activities related to that
candidacy, or promote (or oppose) the candidacy of
any other person running for public office while
participating in an American Cancer Society event.
Please do not distribute campaign literature, post
campaign banners, or engage in any other activity
that would promote or oppose an individual in an
election. If any resulting footage or photographs taken
at the event is used by a campaign that appears to
indicate that the Society endorses a candidate, the
Society will issue a public statement to clarify that it
did not, in fact, endorse the candidacy. This would
include depictions of logos, including those that
appear on T-shirts, signs, or other event banners.

2) Candidate is attending event (without a formal
role in the event) as a member of the public:
Candidate should be treated the same as all other
participants, except they should receive some
written instructions on prohibited activities;
Use this disclaimer, and keep a copy:
We welcome all public participation in the ____
event, and do not bar anyone from attending.
However, the American Cancer Society is a taxexempt organization under section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code, and federal law prohibits it
from engaging in activities that would appear to
support or oppose any candidate for public office, or
allowing electioneering at its events. Thus, no person
may portray his or her participation in the event as
an endorsement by the Society. Please do not
distribute campaign literature, post campaign
banners, or engage in any other activity that would
promote or oppose an individual in an election. If any
resulting footage or photographs taken at the event is
used by a campaign that appears to indicate that the
Society endorses a candidate, the Society will issue a
public statement to clarify that it did not, in fact,
endorse the candidacy. This would include depictions
of logos, including those that appear on T-shirts, signs,
or other event banners.

– If candidates will be speaking, moderator should
allow equal time for all candidates and give a
disclaimer before they participate that the Society
does not support or oppose candidates in any way.
Q. Can I volunteer or contribute money to a
candidate outside of ACS?
A. Yes! You may definitely volunteer your own time
or give your own money to a candidate. However, do
not hold yourself out as a representative of ACS
when doing it, and do not use any Society resources
such as telephones, photocopiers, or office space in
supporting or opposing candidates.

3) Candidate is attending event as a candidate and
will have a role:
Make sure ACS CAN is not conducting electoral
events in the same geographic area. If ACS CAN is
conducting voter education in the same area, do
NOT have a candidate with a candidate role at Relay.
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Strategic Direction: Advocacy (Continued)
Sample Letter to an Elected Official using
Breast & Cervical Cancer Early Detection

Q. Can a candidate for office sponsor your local
Relay For Life event?
A. Yes, but... The Society's risk in this area is not in
accepting a candidate's donation, but in how it
thanks the candidate. The acknowledgement should
be structured so it is not mistaken as an endorsement
of the candidate or campaign. No campaign or
political party logo or slogan should appear coupled
with the ACS or Relay logo. However, if a campaign
donates money to Society, the donation can be
acknowledged so long as the candidate is treated in
a similar manner to other donors at the same level
(e.g., same size font/text). Also, the candidate should
be informed in writing that ACS does not support or
oppose candidates, and the candidate should not
state or imply in any way that it does.

Dear Representative,
My name is John Smith, and I am a student in your
district at Advocacy College, which has 15,000
students. At AC, I am president of Colleges Against
Cancer, a group of 75 students who are passionate
about fighting cancer.
I am writing to tell you that I think all women
deserve access to mammograms and lifesaving
treatment services. I am concerned about this issue
because my mother is a breast cancer survivor, and
I am concerned for other women in my family. Today,
there is only enough funding to screen 1 in 5 women
eligible for the community-based breast and cervical
cancer screening program run by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).The result is
that millions of women are going without lifesaving
screenings and treatment.
The National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early
Detection Program (NBCCEDP) provides low-income,
uninsured and underinsured women access to
lifesaving breast cancer screening tests and follow-up
services. As this new Congress begins, please vote for
more funding by supporting the National Breast and
Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program and H.R.
2006.

Thank you,
John Smith
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Chapter Application
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name
Address
State

City
Phone (Home)

Zip

Phone (School)

Phone (Cell)

Email
How long have you been a volunteer for the American Cancer Society?
What programs have you been involved with (i.e., Relay For Life®, Daffodil Days®)?

COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
Name
Address of College/University
City

State/Zip

Is the College/University (Please circle one of each of the selections below):
• Public or Private?

• Estimated Student Population:

• Coed/All Male/All Female?
How involved is your student body (estimated)?

• 10,001-15,000

(High) 5

4

• Under 2,500

• 2,501-5,000

• 5,001-10,000

• 15,001-20,000

• 20,001-25,000

• 25,001 plus

3

2

1 (Low)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY INFORMATION
Division in which your university is located?
The address of your local Society office:
Society staff person:

Phone:

Staff signature:

OTHER
Briefly describe the American Cancer Society activities and programs you are interested in working on during the school year.

How can we help get your chapter started on campus?

Signature:

Date:
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Sample School Constitution
PREAMBLE: We, the members of the American Cancer Society Colleges Against Cancer – to fully realize
our purpose of reducing total cancer incidence and mortality by cutting it off at the source through
education and support and in order to help the American Cancer Society reach its goals – do hereby
adopt and establish this constitution as the guiding instrument of our organization.

I. Colleges Against Cancer
The name of our group shall be Colleges Against Cancer at _____________________________________________.
(insert school name here)

II. Purpose

Colleges Against Cancer is a national collaboration of college students, faculty, and staff dedicated to fighting cancer,
volunteering for the American Cancer Society, and improving college communities by instating and supporting
programs of the American Cancer Society.

III. Goals
The main goal of Colleges Against Cancer is to fight cancer by volunteering for and instating and supporting programs
of the American Cancer Society. Further goals include, but are not limited to:
Establishing advocacy programs on campus
Bringing cancer control programs to campus and promoting cancer awareness and prevention
Raising money through American Cancer Society-approved fundraisers on campus
Promoting Society-approved fundraisers on campus
Making Colleges Against Cancer a collaborative effort among all students and student organizations on
campus, as well as with members of this chapter, the local American Cancer Society office and staff, nearby
chapters, and the National Leadership Council
Establishing Colleges Against Cancer chapters at surrounding colleges and universities

IV. Membership
Section 1. Membership in Colleges Against Cancer shall be limited to persons officially connected with the university
as faculty, staff, or full-time students. Students enrolled in the spring semester (under the above conditions) who have
pre-registered for the fall semester, as well as students enrolled in summer classes, are eligible for summer membership.

(Amend this article as necessary to reflect the provisions conferring full-time status at your school.)
Section 2. Membership in Colleges Against Cancer shall not be limited to persons based on their race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, age, disability, or veteran status.

V. Officers
Section 1. The officers of the group shall be:
a. President
b. Vice President
c. Secretary/Treasurer
(insert school name here)
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Sample School Constitution
(Continued)

V. Officers (Continued)
Section 2.
1. Officers will be elected by a majority of the voting membership of the organization in annual elections held at the
April meeting of each year.
2. A member must have a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or better in order to be eligible to hold an office. If the
officer’s grade point average drops below 2.0, he or she must resign.
3. Vacancies of office shall be filled by appointments made by the other officers and committee.
Section 3. President
The president will be responsible for presiding over and calling meetings. She/He must be involved in the campus
Relay For Life and will serve as a liaison to the American Cancer Society office. The president will also assist two of
the four committees, as agreed upon with the vice president.
Section 4. Vice President
In the president’s absence, the vice president will preside over and call meetings. She/He must be involved in the
campus Relay For Life and is responsible for assisting two of the four committees, as agreed upon with the president.
Section 5. Secretary/Treasurer
The secretary/treasurer is responsible for taking minutes at all CAC meetings and providing copies and/or access to
the minutes to all members. She/He will be responsible for meeting notification and any type of advertising that is
necessary for the club, or requested by a specific committee. She/He will also be in charge of the club’s funds and any
funding requested or given by the Society office.

VI. Committees
In addition to the elected offices, the chair(s) of the five main committees will also constitute the leadership of the
organization. The committees are: Advocacy, Cancer Control, Relay For Life, Survivorship, and Communications/Public
Relations.
A. Committee chair(s) will be appointed by the officers and members of the club.
B. Club committee chair(s) may also serve on the Relay For Life executive committee.
C. Every member of the club will serve on the committee(s) of their choice.
Section 1. Advocacy
The Advocacy chair(s) will help maintain up-to-date information on the American Cancer Societies advocacy
initiatives, help adapt these to the college community, and help coordinate any local or nationwide advocacy events.
Section 2. Cancer Education
The Cancer Education chair(s) will help maintain up-to-date information on the American Cancer Societies cancer
control, education, and prevention programs, and help adapt these programs to the college community.
Section 3. Relay for Life
The Relay For Life chair(s) will be responsible for organizing the campus’ Relay For Life and encouraging the presence
of Advocacy, Cancer Education, and Survivorship committee activities at the event.
Section 4. Survivorship
The Survivorship chair(s) will maintain up-to-date information on local and regional survivor information and
activities, as well as encourage and aid survivors on campus.
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Sample School Constitution
(Continued)

VI. Committees (Continued)
Section 5. Communication/Public Relations
The Communication/Public Relations chair(s) will be responsible for assisting with advertisement for the American
Cancer Society, along with being responsible for the advertising and publicity of any events or information the club
deems necessary.

VII. Advisors
The Colleges Against Cancer advisors will consist of one faculty/staff member from the college, as well as members of
the local American Cancer Society staff.

VIII. Meetings
A. Regular meetings will be held at least once a month at a time agreed upon by the majority of the members.
B. Chapter meetings may coincide with Relay For Life meetings, if necessary.
C. Special meetings may be called by the president upon request of any of the committee chair(s).
D. A quorum shall consist of a simple majority of the membership.

IX. Funding
A. In deference to the nature and extent of the support afforded to this chapter of Colleges Against Cancer by the
American Cancer Society, both locally and nationally, we hold ourselves subject to the standards and branding of
the American Cancer Society in all activities and practices, as well as in our use of its trademarked and copyrighted
materials. Any activity, practice, or use of these materials not explicitly or implicitly covered by said limitations will be
considered only after consultation with official American Cancer Society staff and/or the exercise of reasonable and
prudent judgment.
B. No monies shall be accepted on behalf of Colleges Against Cancer that will directly and/or ultimately be put to use
by agents other than the American Cancer Society itself. Furthermore, no monies received by Colleges Against Cancer
shall reside in third-party accounts, even if the school itself administers those accounts. (In the event that a particular
college or university allots funding to its official student organizations, said funding can be used for administrative
purposes and is not regarded in the same light.)
C. Administrative funding will be handled according to the College Student Organization Handbook.

X. Amendments
Section 1. Proposed amendments to this constitution shall be presented at a regular meeting at least one meeting prior to
being discussed and voted upon.
Section 2. Having been properly presented, amendments may be adopted by a simple majority vote of the membership at a
regular meeting.
Section 3. Amendments shall go into effect immediately upon adoption.
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Event Planning Worksheet
Plan

1.
2.
3.
4.

Promote

1.
2.
3.
4.

Execute

1.
2.
3.
4.

Evaluate

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is your overall purpose for this event?
What are your goals for this event?
Date _____________ Location ________________
Time _______________________________________
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Event in Review Worksheet
Event Name:
Committee:

Event Description:

Event Goals:

Goals Attained:

Event Challenges:

Suggestions for
Improvement:
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Best Practice Sharing Worksheet
Event:

Date of Event:

College/University Name:
Contact Name and Email Address:

Event Description:

Suggestions for Event Implementation:

Please mail to:
American Cancer Society
Relay For Life Business Unit
Attention: Colleges Against Cancer – Michelle Pitt
250 Williams Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Best Practice Sharing Worksheet
Event:

Date of Event:

College/University Name:
Contact Name and Email Address:

Event Description:

Suggestions for Event Implementation:

Please mail to:
American Cancer Society
Relay For Life Business Unit
Attention: Colleges Against Cancer – Michelle Pitt
250 Williams Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Best Practice Sharing Worksheet
Event:

Date of Event:

College/University Name:
Contact Name and Email Address:

Event Description:

Suggestions for Event Implementation:

Please mail to:
American Cancer Society
Relay For Life Business Unit
Attention: Colleges Against Cancer – Michelle Pitt
250 Williams Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Sample Chapter Activities
and Timeline
The following are ideas/activities shared by other CAC chapters – feel free to add more to our list!
August/September
Welcome back!
Contact Society office
Meet with chairs to discuss roles/responsibilities
Renew student organization status and make sure it is current
Contact old members
Plan to recruit new members
– Quad Day
– Activity Day
Begin planning activities for semester and building timeline for events

September
National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month
– Education programs in local schools
– Local hospitals to honor childhood survivors/patients
Prostate Cancer Awareness Week
– Educational activities targeted to faculty
– Information shared on campus/quad
First informational/general meeting for chapter
Honor survivors through a dinner, activity, etc.
Advocacy – Share information about e-advocacy and the Cancer Action Network
Planning for Relay For Life
October
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Pass out pink ribbons
Educational/awareness activities with sororities/residence halls/female groups
Honor faculty breast cancer survivors
Survivor speaks at general meeting
– Hold general interest meeting
– Continue planning Relay For Life
– Halloween activity – “Scare Away Cancer”
– Start planning for the Great American Smokeout in November
– Push voter registration for upcoming elections
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Sample Chapter Activities
and Timeline (Continued)
November
Lung Cancer Awareness Month and Great American Smokeout
– Cigarette trade in/Quit Kits on quad
– Information shared on campus/quad
– Collect pledges to stop smoking
– Raffle door prizes to those who will quit smoking
– Smoke-free residence halls/local smoking policy
– Share facts about smoking on quad
Election Day activities (petitions, voting, etc.)
Continue planning Relay For Life
Hold Relay rally or kickoff
Hold general interest meeting
December
Visit local hospitals/patients/survivors and bring goodies
Remembrance ceremony – Honor those lost to cancer
Send elected officials Christmas cards
Set January meeting date
Work with committee on plans for next semester
Write holiday cards as fundraisers for Relay For Life
January
National Cervical Cancer Awareness Month
Welcome back!
General interest meeting
Attend activity fair/quad day
Relay kickoff/rally/team captains meeting
Promote keeping healthy living New Year’s resolutions
February
Kiss Away Cancer – Valentine’s Day related activity
Make valentines with special messages for students/faculty/Relay teams
President’s Day – Advocacy activities – Send a message to Congress
Honor survivors with valentines
General interest meeting – Researcher speaks
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Sample Chapter Activities
and Timeline (Continued)
March
Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month
– Education/information on quad
National Nutrition Month
– Work with health center to share nutrition information
– Healthy eating clinics
Spring Break – Sun safety
General interest meeting
Relay – Raise funds!
Daffodil Days fundraiser in some divisions
April
National Cancer Control Month
Testicular Cancer Awareness Week (April 1-7)
National Public Health Week
National Minority Cancer Awareness Week
Relay For Life
Relay/CAC wrap-up party
Finalize and elect next year’s leadership/committees
Fill out year-end report and send to National CAC Leadership Team
Share information about summer sun care
Hold Transitional Meeting for old and new Leadership Teams
May – July
Cover the Uninsured Week
National Cancer Survivors Day (first Sunday in June)
Sun safety activities
Visit other Relay events
Help members find other local Relay events
Maintain contact with committees and chairs
Push voter registration for upcoming elections
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Storytelling Strategy
“Telling the American Cancer Society Story”
Buy-In Objective

Overall Story’s Theme

Supporting Message One

Supporting Message Two

Supporting Message Three

Call to Action
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Sample Partnership Agreement
Volunteer position being discussed:
between

(Volunteer) and
(Staff/Volunteer)

Key Responsibilities of Volunteer:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Key Responsibilities of Staff/Volunteer:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Time Requirements:
Approximate number of meetings:

/month

Approximate number of phone calls:

/week

Contact Information (Phone, email, address, etc.):

Length of Term:
Our Chapter Goals:
Number of Members

Number of Events

Number of Committee Members

Other Goals:

Volunteer Signature:

Date:

Staff/Volunteer Signature:

Date:
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Survivorship Resources
Camps for Children
ALABAMA

HAWAII

Camp Smile-A-Mile

Camp Anuenue

Patients and siblings (ages 2 to 18); families

Patients (ages 7 to 17 – graduates can
be counselors-in-training from ages 18 to 21)

ARIZONA
Camp Sunrise
Sunrise Summer Fun Camp

Ho’oulu Me Ka Ikaika
Patients (ages 14 to 21)

Patients and siblings (ages 3 to 7)
Families Can Survive

ARKANSAS

Families, patients, and siblings (any age)

Camp Aldersgate

IDAHO

Patients and siblings (ages 6 to 16)

Camp Rainbow Gold

CALIFORNIA

Patients (ages 6 to 16)

Camp Reach for the Stars

IOWA

(two camps: north and south)

Patients and siblings (up to age 18); families

Heart Connection
Patients and siblings (ages 5 to 18)

Camp Summersault
Patients and siblings (ages 5 to 13)

KANSAS
Topeka Camp Hope

Camp Reach for the Sky

Patients (ages 8 to 21)

Patients and siblings (ages 4 to 18)

KENTUCKY

COLORADO

Touched by Cancer

Camp Rocky Mountain Adventure

Patients and siblings (ages 6 to 12)

Patients and siblings (ages 11 to 17)

MAINE

Teen Wilderness Adventure Program

Camp Rainbow

Patients (teens and young adults) on or off treatment

Patients and siblings (ages 4 to 18, but children 4 to 6
must attend with a parent or legal guardian)

CONNECTICUT
Camp Rising Sun

MARYLAND

Patients (ages 6 to 18)

Camp Sunrise

FLORIDA

Patients (ages 4 to 18); siblings (ages 6 to 16); families

Reaching out to Cancer Kids (ROCK)

MICHIGAN

Patients (ages 7 to 17); families

Camp Catch-a-Rainbow
Patients and families

Boggy Creek Gang Camp
Patients (ages 7 to 16); families
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Survivorship Resources
Camps for Children (Continued)
MINNESOTA

RHODE ISLAND

Camp Courage

Camp Hope

Patients and siblings (ages 6 to 17)

Patients and siblings

MISSISSIPPI

TENNESSEE

Camp Rainbow

Camp Horizon

Patients (ages 6 to 17)

Patients and siblings

MISSOURI

TEXAS

Camp Sunrise

Camp Discovery

Patients (age 8 and younger); families

Patients (ages 7 to 16)

NEW MEXICO

UTAH

Camp Enchantment

Camp Hobé

Patients and siblings

Patients and siblings (ages 4 to 18)

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

Camp Adventure

Camp Goodtimes-West

Patients and siblings

Patients and siblings (ages 7 to 17)

The Double “H” Hole in the Woods Ranch

Camp Goodtimes-East

Patients (ages 6 to 16)

Patients, siblings, and friends (ages 7 to 17)

OKLAHOMA

WEST VIRGINIA

Camp Live-a-Dream

Camp Winaca

Patients (current and previous, ages 9 to 16)

Patients (ages 7 to 16)

Camp OK Corral

WISCONSIN

Patients and families

Hozhoni Weekend
Patients (under age 18); families

OREGON
Camp UKANDU

Camp Courage

Patients and siblings (ages 8 to 17)

Patients and siblings (ages 6 to 17)

PENNSYLVANIA
Camp Can Do
Patients (ages 8 to 17, who have had treatment in the
last five years)

Camp Can Do II
Siblings (ages 8 to 16)
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Survivor Information Card
Name:
Address:
Email:
Date of Birth:
Expected Graduation Date:
Type of Cancer:
Age of Diagnosis:
Extracurricular Activities:

Please check all that apply:
I am interested in…
Adopt a Survivor

Relay For Life

Colleges Against Cancer

It’s okay for my name to be announced during survivor activities and ceremonies.
Yes

No
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Look Good…Feel Better®
Programs for Teens
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
Denver Children’s Hospital
Yale Cancer Center
Mayo Clinic (at St. Mary’s Hospital)
Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Philadelphia Children’s Hospital
St. Christopher’s Hospital
St. Judes Children’s Research Hospital
Arthur G. James Comprehensive Cancer Center/Columbus
Children’s Hospital
National Institutes of Health - Clinical Center
Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital
St. Louis Children’s Hospital
Van Elslander Cancer Center
Dana Farber Cancer Institute
Children’s Hospital of Alabama
Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh
Massachusetts General Hospital
Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles
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College Aid Programs for
Survivors of Childhood Cancer
Scholarships are usually offered through state or regional chapters of the American Cancer Society for students
attending two- or four-year colleges in the area. Call 1-800-ACS-2345 for information to find the closest
American Cancer Society office. Some scholarship information is available online, too, or directly from regional
coordinators as follows:
California Division

Ohio Division

Scholarship requirements and application forms

Scholarship requirements and application forms

1710 Webster Street, Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 893-7900 (O)
(510) 835-8656 (F)

5555 Frantz Road, Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 889-9565 (O)
(614) 889-6578 (F)

Florida Division

South Atlantic Division
(Delaware, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
District of Columbia)

The American Cancer Society R.O.C.K.
College Scholarship
3709 West Jetton Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629-5146
(813) 253-0541 (O)
(813) 254-5857 (F)

Scholarship requirements and application instructions
2200 Lake Boulevard, Atlanta, GA 30319
(404) 816-7800 (O)
(404) 816-9443 (F)

Great Lakes Division
(Michigan and Indiana)
Scholarship requirements and application forms

Other Scholarship Programs for
Families Affected by Cancer

1755 Abbey Road, East Lansing, MI 48823-1907
(517) 332-2222 (O)
(517) 664-1498 (F)

The Ulman Cancer Fund
Matt Stauffer Memorial Scholarship
www.ulmanfund.org/Services/
Scholarship/tabid/73/Default.aspx
1-888-393-FUND

High Plains Division
(Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma)
Scholarship requirements and application forms
2433 Ridgepoint Drive, Austin, TX 78754
(512) 919-1800 (O)
(512) 919-1844 (F)

Stephen T. Marchello Scholarship Foundation
Scholarships for students in Arizona, California,
Colorado, and Montana
www.stmfoundation.org/
Listings of many other scholarships for young
cancer survivors

Midwest Division
(Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, Wisconsin)
Scholarship requirements and application forms
8364 Hickman Rd., Suite D, Des Moines, IA 50325
(515) 253-0147 (O)
(515) 253-0806 (F)

SuperSibs: College Scholarships for Brothers
and Sisters of Children With Cancer
1566 W. Algonquin Rd Ste 224
Hoffman Estates, IL
866-444-7427

Mid-South Division
(Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee, or Clark or Floyd County,
Indiana)

For the most up-to-date survivor scholarship
information, please visit www.cancer.org.

Scholarship requirements and application forms
1100 Ireland Way, Suite 300, Birmingham, AL 35205-7014
(205) 930-8860 (O)
(205) 930-8877 (F)
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Sample Fundraising Letter

Month 00, 0000

Dear Friends,
This summer I’ll be participating in a very special and powerful event in the fight against cancer.
It’s called Relay For Life. Relay For Life is the American Cancer Society’s signature fundraising activity.
Teams of people camp out at the college track and take turns walking or running. Each team is asked to
have a representative on the track at all times during the event as a symbolic gesture – cancer doesn’t
sleep so neither will we.
I’ll walk all night with more than (insert number) other courageous students to raise money for cancer
research, advocacy, education, and services. The American Cancer Society is the nationwide communitybased voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by preventing cancer, saving lives, and diminishing suffering from cancer through research, education, advocacy,
and service.
I hope you’ll be able to join us for this year’s event – or be a part of Relay in your own community.
Please visit our Relay’s Web site that includes details of the inspirational Survivors Lap and the
moving Luminaria Ceremony. If you can’t join us, will you please visit the site and make a donation
to support our efforts? You will make a real difference in the lives of people facing cancer – and in
the lives of the people who love them. Thank you!

Thank you in advance for your generosity in this incredible cause.
For a cure,
(insert name)
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Sample Corporate Sponsorship
Letter for Survivor
Dinner/Reception
Month 00, 0000

Dear Friend:
It is because of people like you that we have hope there will be a cure for cancer. That is why I invite you,
on behalf of the (insert Society Division name) Division, to support the American Cancer Society Relay For
Life of (insert name of event). Relay For Life is the American Cancer Society’s signature event in which
teams of eight to 15 people take turns walking around a track overnight.
We are in need of someone to underwrite the cost of the dinner for the survivors who attend our Relay.
We usually have about (insert number) survivors who attend opening ceremonies and open the Relay by
doing the first victory lap. Afterward, we host a dinner for them.
Thanks to generous underwriting and other support, our Relay For Life of (insert name of event) is
expected to raise more than (insert dollar amount) to help fight cancer. If you are one of our supporters,
your contribution can provide:
Funding to deserving young cancer researchers
Transportation to treatment center for cancer patients
One-on-one Reach to Recovery® visits to breast cancer patients
Up-to-the-minute cancer information, 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
by dialing 1-800-ACS-2345
School and worksite educational programs on cancer prevention and early detection
Wigs and make-up for cancer survivors
Much, much more
Based on current trends, (insert 1/3 of total participants) of the (insert total participants)
participants in the Relay For Life of (insert event name) will eventually hear the words “you’ve
got cancer. The need to continue fighting this disease is evident. We’ve made great strides and we’re on
the threshold of success. Please make a contribution to the American Cancer Society Relay For Life of
(insert name of event). Imagine the difference it could make!
Sincerely,

(insert name 1)

(insert name 2)

Colleges Against Cancer
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Sample Elected Official Invite
Please talk to your staff partner prior to contacting any elected officials
due to special restrictions with nonprofits and our non-partisan status.
During election years special rules may need to be applied.

Mayor
Street Address
City, State, Zip

Dear Mayor,
I am writing to ask for your support for one of the most important events that will occur in our community
this year, Relay For Life. Relay For Life, your American Cancer Society’s signature event, is a unique, challenging,
and fun way to raise awareness and increase funds to fight cancer. Relay For Life is a celebration of cancer
survivorship and hope. We are holding a Relay For Life at (insert college name). It brings the community
together to fight cancer and show support for those who have or are battling this horrific disease.
I would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss your part in this event. Specifically, I would like to speak to
you about making a Relay For Life Proclamation, speaking at the event and kickoff, and getting the event on the
community calendar. As a leader in our community, you should join the (insert number) expected participants
at the Relay For Life of (insert name of event) on (insert date of event). You can show your support for the
community by organizing a team of staff, family, and friends. If you are unable to gather a team, we hope you
will consider joining us for some of our highlighted events such as Opening Ceremonies at (insert time),
Luminaria at (insert time), or Closing Ceremonies at (insert time).
Please keep in mind that since your American Cancer Society is a 501(c)(3) charity, we cannot engage in
political activity. We respectfully ask you to refrain from mentioning any current or future political candidacy.
We truly hope you can be a part of this inspirational event. If you have any questions or wish to RSVP, please
contact me at (insert phone number and email).
Sincerely,

(insert name 1)

(insert name 2)

American Cancer Society Event Chair

— It’s about being a community that takes up the fight. —
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Writing Your Legislator
You can make a significant contribution to the American Cancer Society’s legislative priorities by sharing
your opinions with lawmakers in letters. Legislators receive a large amount of mail from constituents, so it
is important to follow a few guidelines to ensure that your letter influences your legislator’s thoughts.
Adding a personal story describing the ways that cancer has affected you will add meaning to your letter.

Things You Should DO When Writing Your Legislator:
DO be sincere and persuasive on issues that directly affect you.
DO address your legislator properly.
DO write legibly.
DO be brief and to the point.
DO discuss only one issue in a letter. (Identify a bill by number and title if possible.)
DO use your own words and stationery. (If the bill is supported by the Society, use Society stationery.)
DO be sure to include your address and sign your name properly.
DO write your legislator when he/she does something of which you approve.

Things You Should NOT DO When Writing Your Legislator:
DON’T write on a postcard.
DON’T sign and send a form letter.
DON’T begin by stating “as a citizen and taxpayer.”
DON’T apologize for taking their time by writing.
DON’T be rude or threatening.
DON’T be vague.
DON’T send a carbon copy to other legislators.
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Important Advocacy Web Sites
American Cancer Society
www.cancer.org
American Cancer Society Cancer Action NetworkSM
www.acscan.org
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
www.cdc.gov
National Institutes of Health
www.nih.gov
United States House of Representatives
www.house.gov
United States Senate
www.senate.gov
Project Vote Smart
www.vote-smart.org
Tobacco-Free U
www.tobaccofreeu.org
American Lung Association
www.lungusa.com
American Heart Association
www.americanheart.org
Americans for NonSmokers’ Rights
www.no-smoke.org
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Advocacy at Relay
Please make sure you are trained by your Advocacy staff partner prior to using Picture A Cure.
CAC Online Community Registration Instructions
Logon to http://www.societylink.org/invite/colleges
Create your personal login and password.
Click the “My Communities” button on the Web page and select Colleges Against Cancer.
Click “Finish” in the upper right-hand corner.
From here, click “My Account” in the upper left-hand corner.
In My Account, Click “Edit User Profile.”
Fill in your personal information, then click “Colleges Against Cancer Info Only” in the upper left.
Fill in your school and association with CAC.
Click “Finish” in the upper right hand corner.
Click “My Communities” in the upper left-hand corner and choose “Colleges Against Cancer.”
Welcome!

To log back in, visit http://societylink.org.
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Notes
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The American Cancer Society is
the nationwide community-based
voluntary health organization
dedicated to eliminating cancer
as a major health problem by
preventing cancer, saving lives,
and diminishing suffering from
cancer, through research, education,
advocacy, and service.

No matter who you are, we can help.
Contact us anytime, day or night,
for information and support.

1.800.ACS.2345
www.cancer.org
Hope.Progress.Answers.®

